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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING NEWSLETTER
PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE

WHAT IS FIELDWORK?
Each student in Kinesiology & Health Studies is required to complete fieldwork as a final part of his/her
degree program. Fieldwork is a 15-week, 560-hour, unpaid internship designed to provide the student with
an opportunity for a practical, ‘real world’ experience bridging his/her academic present and professional
future. Students research and find their own placement based on their specific degree program, major
and self-determined learning objectives. Some decide to look for opportunities locally and others look,
provincially, nationally or even internationally!

“STUDENTS APPLYING Kinesiology and Health Study theories to practice,
guided by professional community partners in community experiences”

This past winter we had over 70 students working and learning all across the country with a
number of different agencies. Students are returning to in-person placements and have had
the opportunity to put their education to good use! Our students excelled in their roles and
represented the U of R extremely well in the community.

THANK YOU to all of the supervisors for bringing these students along on your

continued journey in figuring out how best to support the people that you work with in
a safe and effective environment. The creative juices are flowing in the delivery of
programs, administration, training, and rehabilitation, and research!
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SEE OUR
STUDENTS
IN ACTION!

KHS 3-MIN
VIDEOS

Check out the KHS
YouTube Chanel and learn
about the special projects our
students have been working on!

Students showcase the ‘legacy’
that they left at their agencies as
well as the valuable professional skills
and knowledge that will serve them
well in their future careers.

Watch Them All Here!

URAllKinected

FEATURE: ALUMNI IN THE COMMUNITY
MIKE THOMAS

Director of Football Operations – Football Saskatchewan
BSRS, Sport and Recreation Management
Fieldwork 2004: Parks & Recreation Ontario

Mike Thomas was born and raised in Regina and is currently the Director of
Football Operations with Football Saskatchewan. He has held the DFO title for
the past seven years and was the Technical Director with the organization
before that. Prior to arriving at Football SK, Mike was a Business Analyst for
the Government of Canada with the Health Department in the First Nations
and Inuit Health Branch.
Near the beginning of Mike’s start at Football SK, he created a small football
league as a way to get more kids involved in football outside of Football SK.
Drawing from his education experience with Sport & Recreation Studies
matched with Business Admin, Mike started the Regina Youth Sports Group.

From there, Mike also founded the Regina Youth Flag Football League (RYFFL)
under the Regina Youth Sports banner, where since starting in 2007 with
approximately 75 kids, the program has exploded to over 4,000 kids per year
that participate in the spring, fall, and winter programs (just in the Regina and
surrounding area).
The RYFFL program is now known throughout North America, and is sponsored
by the NFL, Under Armour, SGI Canada, 22 Fresh, and other local businesses.
His program is the top program in Canada and number three per capita in the
US. Mike has also now started a Club Basketball League (sponsored by the NBA
& Wilson Basketball) under the Regina Youth Sports Group as well, with more
than 300 kids playing basketball in the winter and spring.
During his time at the U of R, Mike earned his degree in Sport & Business
Administration. Mike also played football for the U of R Rams and was drafted by
the Saskatchewan Roughriders in the 2003 CFL College Draft. Mike is married to
his wife Tania of 16 years - they have a 14-year-old daughter named Tyia
(pronounced TIE-YA) and a 11-year-old son named Kai.

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY (Human Kinetics, Health Promotion, Gerontology)
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SALLY BACHMANN

Regina Community Clinic

12

MENNA ALEBEL

Above & Beyond Autism Consulting Services
(ABACS)
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KYLE BITSCHY

Courtside Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
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RHYS BYE

Peak Power Sport Development
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ELIJAH CORPUZ

First Steps Wellness Centre &
Saskatchewan Wheelchair Sports Association

15

CHASE ELLINGSON

Centre for Health, Wellness & Performance

15

SAMIA FIAZ

Ranch Ehrlo Society – Kruzer House
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ISAIAH FORSYTHE

Adrenaline Strength & Conditioning

16

JESSICA GAUDET

CBI Health
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EVAN GOODFELLOW

Anytime Fitness
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TARA HANCHEROW

Level 10 Fitness
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SYDNEY HAYGARTH

Level 10 Fitness (Vancouver, BC)

18

JENNY HENTY

OPEX Fitness Regina

19

MACKENZIE HOLMAN

Phoenix Residential Society PEARL Program

19

JACKSON KARAIM

RCMP Training Academy Depot Division

20

MADISON KELLN

CBI Health

21

JORDAN KULBIDA

Martin Academy

21

SHAELYNN KURTZ

First Steps Wellness Centre

22

KYLE LANG

Accountable Care Unit (ACU) Pasqua Hospital

22

LEE CHENG JIN

Newline Boxing Academy

23

KEESHA LOWE

LIVEWELL Regina North
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MCKENNA MAIR

Armstrong Physiotherapy Clinic

24

ZOHA MANSOOR

Creative Options Regina (COR)

25

KATARINA MARTINEZ

Regina Community Clinic

26

ELISE MELANSON

Growing Young Movers (GYM)

27

CONOR MOLLOY

First Steps Wellness Centre

28

BLAKE MOULDING

Trench Fitness

28

KIMBERLEY NAGY

Astonished!

29

THERESE OLIJNYK

Alpha Centre

30

MUNTASIR OMER

Neil Squire Society

30

GOWTHAM PALANIVEL

Creative Options Regina (COR)

31

ZACHARY PETERSON

YMCA

32

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY (Human Kinetics, Health Promotion, Gerontology)
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TATIANNA PETERSON-IVES

Courtside Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation

33

LAUREN PRESTON

Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA)

34

HAN QUACH

Accountable Care Unit (ACU) - Pasqua Hospital

35

ALEXANDRIA RAJSIGL

Adrenaline Strength & Conditioning

36

DAVID RAKIC

VIVE Fitness

36

ARCHIT SANDHU

Growing Young Movers (GYM)

37

JAYD SAVAGE

Gateway Alliance Medical

38

CARLY SHAMRAY

Regina Sport & Physiotherapy

38

AARON SHANNON

Centre for Health, Wellness & Performance

39

AMAIMA SIDDIQI

Brickhouse Gym

39

JACOB SMITH-BURGESS

Newline Boxing Academy

40
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ALEKH SOKHAL

Life Force Home Health Care Inc.

41

COURTNEY SVENSON

CanWest Sport Science & Performance

41

KYLE TISDALE

Swift Current Broncos Hockey Club

42

SHEA USICK

Level 10 Fitness

42

YISHU WANG

Diverse Sport Physical Therapy

43

AMBER WIEBE

OPEX Fitness Regina

44

WYATT WIEBE

Athol Murray College of Notre Dame

44

GABRIEL WING

Chip & Dale Homes Inc.

45

ALEX YEUNG

Accountable Care Unit (ACU) – Pasqua Hospital

45

DILLON ZIMMERMANN

Level 10 Fitness
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BACHELOR OF HEALTH STUDIES
OLUWAFERANMI ADIGUN

Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA)

48

MICAH GRACE BUTALID

Astonished!

49

MYKINNA REIFFERSCHIED

Ranch Erhlo Society

50

BACHELOR OF SPORT & RECREATION STUDIES (Therapeutic Recreation)
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SUSANA ALARCON

The Meadows (SHA)

52

JILLIAN FORNWALD

The Meadows (SHA)

52

CIERA HILLS

College Park II Retirement Residence

53

FAITH JASPER

Parkridge Centre

54

DENAE LAMB

Harbour Landing Village

55

RAYEL MARTIN

Regency Manor (SHA)

56

BACHELOR OF SPORT & RECREATION STUDIES (Therapeutic Recreation)
JEANNIE POSTNIKOFF

Harbour Landing Village

56

KERINA POWELL

College Park II Retirement Residence

57

BACHELOR OF SPORT & RECREATION STUDIES (Sport & Recreation Management)
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WENDIE BROOKS

Huskie Athletics – University of Saskatchewan

59

BAILEY KOHLMAN

City of Lloydminster

60

JULIA ROLLING

Toronto 6ix

60

CHASE TIPPETT

Hockey Saskatchewan

61

TOM WALDRON

Spark Solutions

62

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINETICS
The Human Kinetics major prepares students to work in the
areas of physical fitness appraisal, exercise rehabilitation,
counselling, exercise leadership, lifestyle management, health
promotion, gerontology and wellness.
Focus is on both individual and community-based
programming; incorporating a strong understanding of
physiology, biomechanics and movement behaviour.
Students learn about varying abilities and the relationship
to physical activity, assessment and rehabilitation.

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“I am extremely thankful for everything I have
learned and everyone I have met while at RCC.
Thank you RCC for a wonderful experience!”

MENNA ALEBEL

My experience at The Regina Community Clinic has been nothing less than amazing. RCC is a
ABOVE & BEYOND
collaborative health clinic working towards healthy populations by providing support through a
AUTISM CONSULTING
vast majority of health professionals. I was able to work with physicians, an exercise specialist,
a nutritionist, counsellors and more. I completed my time at RCC alongside the exercise
SERVICES (ABACS)
specialist who gave me great opportunities to learn and grow. I had the privilege of
REGINA, SK
completing initial and follow-up appointments with clients, creating exercise programs,
led Zoom fitness classes, and worked with a diverse population. I am extremely grateful
for my time at RCC as it has allowed me to grow and transfer my knowledge from the
classroom into the real world. In addition, my self-confidence has increased
Above and Beyond Autism Consulting Services (ABACS) is a
tremendously due to the experiences I have had.
Regina based agency that provides individualized programs for children
who are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). ABACS
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH OBESITY:
implements the principles of Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) through
For my special project, I got the ‘wheels turning’ for a weight management
one-on-one and group sessions. Each program is customised to fit the child’s
program for individuals with obesity. I learned so much by completing
needs in a way to improve their skills, behaviours and maximize their potential.
research and through the creation of a workbook for the clients of the
As a fieldwork student, I was given the role of an Instructor Therapist (IT). This
program. I am grateful for the opportunity to begin the program and
role includes running sessions, collecting data to monitor each learner’s progress,
excited to see RCC implement It in the near future.
updating learner’s binders, and setting up new programs for learners. Through
this hands-on experience I have been able to learn more about children with ASD
and many skills that I am able to take with me throughout life. Every day at
ABACS is different and because of this I have learned how to adapt quickly to
SALLY BACHMANN
challenges, problem solve, and communicate effectively to fit the child’s needs.
(GERONTOLOGY)
Working at ABACS has been such a rewarding experience that I will never forget!

REGINA COMMUNITY
CLINIC
REGINA, SK
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“I have expanded my knowledge on autism, problem solving, and communication. Spending
my day playing and laughing while also being able to learn is something
I will cherish from this experience.”

ABACS WEBSITE RE-DESIGN: The goal was to create a modern website that will be easy to navigate,
catch the eye of new viewers, and present accurate information that will not be overwhelming for parents.
Newcomers can learn more about the programs, the owners, and the overall mission
of ABAC’s.
WINTER 2022

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS
With over 24 years of experience in the community of Regina, Courtside Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation has established its role as one of the top
health facilities in the city. With a diverse team of physiotherapists, kinesiologists and administrative staff, Courtside is able to offer the most up to
date and well-rounded rehabilitation care. The facility operates around a central philosophy of active-based therapy. In this regard, clients gain a
holistic experience where they are working collaboratively with the Courtside team in a manner that emphasises their autonomy. With an abundance
of clients, space and modalities utilized, Courtside is well positioned to take on kinesiology students each semester. Through this opportunity,
students have the ability to work alongside one of the facility’s kinesiologists.
During this time, students will have the exposure to exercise program design and implementation, communicating movement cues and
education to clients and getting to witness the flow of operations within a rehabilitation clinic. Getting the chance to step into the
environment of Courtside has been remarkably impactful for myself. I have gained tremendous confidence in my ability to communicate
and execute movement-based skills, as well as advance my understanding of the business operations of a rehabilitation clinic.
EXERCISE PROGRESSION TEMPLATES:
While every exercise specialist is slightly different in their preferences of
movement modalities, there are general progression guidelines that can be
implemented by any professional. With a number of Kinesiologists creating
exercise programs for their clients, I hoped to provide some ease to the
process of adjusting and progressing exercise
programs. My project aim was to use the Simple
Set program design software to create exercise
templates that can lay out incremental
adjustments that are based on the fundamental
principles of exercise selection and progression.

“Courtside has helped open my eyes to the vast
amount of variability that occurs in a rehabilitation
setting containing a constant flow of clients with
unique experiences. Whether I’m communicating
movement cues, demonstrating the execution
of an exercise or educating a client on the
reasons behind our selection, I have been
able to translate the empirical knowledge
learned in my degree into practical skills
applied in the work place.”

KYLE BITSCHY
COURTSIDE SPORTS MEDICINE & REHABILITATION
REGINA, SK
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BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“Throw yourself into the fieldwork, do not turn down doing anything. The more you do the
more you will learn and be able to use your education to build a base for your future career.”

My fieldwork has given me so many amazing experiences. I truly feel like Peak was able to exceed my learning outcomes as well as teach me things
I did not even know I wanted to learn. Week in and week out was spent shadowing and learning how to train athletes of all levels, as well as getting
to work with them in running their warmups, collecting the data for the force plate jump tests, and more. Peak is fortunate to have an inhouse
physiology lab where we were able to perform VO2 max tests, movement pattern analyses, as well as some other tests that did come up over
the term. Within the testing side of things, another large aspect of what we were working on was doing screening tests for the Rockyview Fire
Department in which we used the force plates for vertical, took them through FMS screening, and had them perform a submaximal VO2 test;
we performed these tests on 135 firefighters. Lastly, we have been able to start bringing full team training back as we gained access to the
Seven Chiefs Sportsplex on Tsuu’tina Nation, where we have been training volleyball teams and will be bring the BAR and NASA ski groups
to train as their season comes to an end. This has truly been the experience of a lifetime and I cannot think of a better way to finalize
my degree.
SUMMER HOCKEY PROGRAM:
My special project was developing a 12 week off season training program for Peak Power’s summer hockey groups. This project
consists of two workouts per week. The training is largely based around the Olympic lifts (Snatch & Clean and Jerk). As well, this year
the program is going to show a large focus on corrective movements the athletes will perform in between sets. These movements
are not designed to tax the athlete or take away from rest but rather improve mobility and stability so that the main lifts are better
performed and in hopes reduces risk of injury. The program as well is incorporating vertical and horizontal jumping mechanics
and progressions as they are such strong predictors of an athletes skating speed (athletes who jump farther, generally can
skate faster).

RHYS BYE
PEAK POWER SPORT DEVELOPMENT
CALGARY, AB
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BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“Don’t shy away from new or different experiences,
they are often the ones that bring forth the most
opportunity and growth.”

WINTER 2022

CHASE
ELLINGSON

Saskatchewan Wheelchair Sports Association is a non-profit organization that promotes sport,
recreation, leisure, fitness, training, and healthy lifestyle activities for individuals with mobility
CENTRE FOR
impairments. SWSA supports many different areas of activity including athletics, basketball,
curling, rugby, sledge hockey, shooting, skiing, tennis, canoe/kayak, and water skiing. My role
HEALTH, WELLNESS
with SWSA provided me with the opportunity to learn adapted sports like basketball, rugby,
& PERFORMANCE
tennis, and sledge hockey. I learned how to fix and adjust adapted equipment, found out
REGINA, SK
what is needed to prepare and run adapted sport awareness clinics, and took part in my
first wheelchair basketball and rugby practices. My time with SWSA has been filled with
learning and new opportunities, but also introduced me to a welcoming and inclusive
The Centre for Health, Wellness, and Performance (CHWP) is an
community of people.
organization focused on promoting and implementing exercise, while also
educating individuals regarding healthy lifestyle changes. Given the
PRAIRIE SLEDGE CLASSIC TOURNAMENT AND FUNDRAISER:
wide range of services offered by CEPs, an individualized and client-centred
I assisted in the planning of a joint sledge hockey tournament and fundraiser
approach to exercise prescription is a major emphasis of the CHWP. The role of
for First Steps Wellnes Centre & Sask Wheelchair Sports. I helped finalize
a fieldwork student at the CHWP evolves throughout the placement. Initially, after
the event name, logo, and location. I also created the team registrations,
a short period of observation, the student will progress to a more independent role,
tournament draws, as well as advertisement and promotion. I oversaw
culminating in leading exercise sessions, creating exercise prescriptions, and
the tournament, adjusted team equipment and ran mini games.
conducting fitness assessments and client intakes. The opportunities for client
interaction, working with individuals of a wide range of needs and goals, and clientcentred prescription and education all translate well into my future pursuit in the
ELIJAH CORPUZ
medical field. Altogether, my fieldwork experience at the CHWP has been very valuable
in synthesizing the knowledge and experience gained throughout my degree, while
FIRST STEPS WELLNESS
simultaneously aligning myself for success in the future.

CENTRE REGINA &
SASKATCHEWAN
WHEELCHAIR
SPORTS ASSOC.
REGINA, SK
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“The importance of collaboration, both with the client and other health professionals, demonstrated
at the CHWP will undoubtedly stick with me throughout my journey to become a physician.”
INTEGRATION OF THE SASKATCHEWAN HEALTH AUTHORITY (SHA) AND THE CHWP: Through
discussions with SHA and CHWP staff, one of the major barriers to referral identified was the ambiguity of
information concerning the programs offered and limited accessibility to referral forms. As such, I created
an information document containing pertinent information and links to electronic referral forms to alleviate
these barriers between integration of the SHA and CHWP.

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“Even though it starts off hard - it gets easier! So,
keep on going! You will learn and get used to it.”

Ranch Ehrlo is a non-profit organization that provides different services for people with significant
complex needs. Family treatment and reunification, early learning, vocational training, emergency
receiving services, behavioural and addiction needs, affordable and group living care, and
education for children and youth with mental health are all services that Ranch Ehrlo is able to
provide to surrounding communities. It also provides community recreation and sports
programs for at-risk youth. I have learned a lot while working at the Kruzer House, which
includes helping participants get involved, learn positive behaviours and cope with their
own personal circumstances. Throughout my placement, I helped manage recreational
activities that enabled youth to interact with each other, and made inclusive program
plans to accommodate all children of different ages and abilities.
SEASONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BOOKLET:
My special project aimed to create a physical activity book that included the
different indoor/outdoor physical activities for each season. This helps kids
and staff to visualize and plan programming for the day. I also introduced
meditation sessions during the day, which helped the youth with their
mental health and overall wellness

SAMIA FIAZ
RANCH EHRLO SOCIETY
KRUZER HOUSE
REGINA, SK

ISAIAH FORSYTHE

ADRENALINE STRENGTH & CONDITIIONING
REGINA, SK

Adrenaline Strength & Conditioning is more than a local gym.
It’s a community devoted to enhance your strength and athletic ability the
moment you step foot into the facility. The coaching staff and trainers at the
facility are superb when it comes to functionality and performance. Anyone can
achieve their fitness and health goals by putting in the time and effort.
The Adrenaline Athletic Academy (AAA) is a functional training program for
athletes to surpass their athletic limits. My time at Adrenaline was very hands on
and practical. I have learned and applied so much more than I already know
about health and fitness. I will take my fieldwork experience and apply it to my
professional career moving forward.

“IF YOU DON’T OWN IT, DON’T SELL IT!” – Derek Becker

ATHLETIC FOLLOW-ALONG VIDEOS: Using previous fieldwork students’ work on mobility and warm up
videos they have created. Combining those videos and make them useful for athletes use. By displaying
these videos on a television that is in a recovery or mobility room at the agency.
16
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BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“I am extremely thankful for everything I have
learnt and everyone I have met while at RCC.
Thank you RCC for a wonderful experience!”

WINTER 2022

CBI Health Moose Jaw is a multi-disciplinary clinic that aids clients in their rehabilitation from
EVAN
workplace injuries, motor vehicle accidents, athletic injuries, and other musculoskeletal injuries.
GOODFELLOW
Most of CBI’s clients are referred by the Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) or Saskatchewan
ANYTIME FITNESS
Government Insurance (SGI). As a kinesiology student at CBI Health Moose Jaw, I took on the
role of a kinesiologist, where I completed client orientations, created and taught exercise
REGINA, SK
programs, and supervised and corrected clients’ exercise technique. I also learned to about
how to complete essential paperwork for WCB clients and learn the general process of
working with WCB as a kinesiologist. This experience allowed me to gain a better
Anytime Fitness has allowed myself the opportunity to not
understanding of what a kinesiologist does in a rehabilitation clinic setting. It gave me
only complete my fieldwork experience but gain an enormous amount of
great hands-on experience working with clients and learning about various injuries.
knowledge when it comes to the Personal Training Field. From shadowing
TRAINING BOOKLET FOR KINESIOLOGISTS: I created a training booklet that
trainers, to leading group workout sessions there has been immense
can be used to help train new kinesiologists at CBI Health Moose Jaw. The
opportunity to grow as an individual and see what a future profession could
training booklet is a working document that covers the main aspects of the
hold. On top of this, I was able to take courses incorporated with KPSoftworks
job that a kinesiologist should know how to do. It includes instructions
which taught me about selling memberships. This Membership University, as
on how to create programs for clients, descriptions of important
they called it, was specific on what way they believe the best way to approach
documents, and tips for success.
clients are and to be quite frank, it worked! Overall, I would say that this
experience has really opened my eyes into what the future could possibly hold

JESSICA GAUDET
CBI HEALTH
MOOSE JAW, SK

“Getting the opportunity to pursue my fieldwork at a place like Anytime Fitness was an
unbelievable experience. Working alongside both beginner and experienced clients, I was able
to learn an immense amount of strategies when working in the Personal Training field.”
BASE, BUILD, BURN PROGRAM: Creating a workout program for all aspects of Base, Build, Burn
specifically in regards to two clients. Base, Build, Burn are three different workout styles which
encompass many different exercises. Base is more for beginner clients who are embarking on their
fitness journey. Build is intended to build lean muscle while working on athleticism. Lastly, Burn
combines both resistance and cardio training while allowing an individual to increase their metabolism
and metabolic rate.
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BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“DEVELOP A PASSION
FOR LEARNING!”

WINTER 2022

Level 10 Fitness is a facility focused on personalized training sessions supervised by qualified
SYDNEY
Personal Trainers during every session. There are many different formulas such as private
HAYGARTH
sessions, group trainings, small groups and online workouts through Zoom. For us fieldwork
LEVEL 1O FITNESS
students, the main tasks over the first 3-5 weeks consist of shadowing all of the trainers
working with clients/athletes in different training sessions. During these training sessions,
VANCOUVER, BC
along with staff meetings and education sessions, we learned a lot about how to properly
teach techniques for various exercises, movements and stretches. After the first few
weeks of the fieldwork placement, I became much more independent and could move
Level 10 Fitness and Health is an organization that provides a
at my own pace taking more responsibility throughout the training sessions.
full range of fitness and sport therapy options on the North Shore of
Working at Level 10 has been an amazing experience and great learning tool.
Vancouver. The organization is proud of the diversity level within
their
clientele
and encourages individuals of all ages, ability levels and
OFF-ICE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR FIGURE SKATERS:
body types to participate. As a fieldwork student at Level 10, I was fortunate
This is a 6 week Off-Ice training program for figure skaters focusing on the
to shadow highly experienced trainers while they were working on a wide range
basics such as strength, core, stability and agility. Emphasizing the
of clients. This allowed me to see how different client needs will change how
importance of off-ice training is key for young athletes to develop basic
sessions will be carried out, as well as learn how to conduct sessions by watching
training skills.
the professionals. Throughout the experience I gained more responsibility and began
running warm ups for sessions, completing program planning, and being more hands
on when shadowing. I never would have expected to have learned so much within my
time with in the organization. I can confidently say that this placement helped me in many
technical ways, but also aided in my development of interpersonal skills. These skills have given
TARA HANCHEROW
me a foundation to begin a career and I could not be more thankful!

LEVEL 10 FITNESS
REGINA, SK
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“Not only did my fieldwork experience provide me with skills to advance my professional career, it
gave me the confidence to actually do it.”
OFF-SEASON STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENTAL ATHLETES:
My special project was to create a strength and conditioning plan for developmental athletes. This plan
was developed with extensive research and the help of my supervisor Anthony Findlay. I chose for this to
be my project as I felt I was lacking a full understanding of it prior to the experience, and wanted to gain a
clearer view of what the process entails.

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS

“Opex is a safe and supported environment that has
provided me with experiences, which have made me
a more confident person and a better coach.”

WINTER 2022
MACKENZIE

Opex Regina provides individualized programming to a large variety of clients. Clients go
HOLMAN
through assessments and are provided programming from coaches that will help them work on
PHEONIX
weaknesses and help them to reach the goals that they have for themselves. Coaches meet with
their clients regularly to talk about their goals, celebrate achievements, and update plans to help RESIDENTIAL SOCIETY
them further progress. As a fieldwork student, I have learned the Opex method by taking part
PEARL PROGRAM
in assessments, working with all coaches to see how they program for clients, and floor
REGINA, SK
coaching. As a floor coach, I have learned many exercises, which have helped me with my
coaching. Over the last four months, I have been provided programming and coaching
Phoenix Residential Society is a non-profit organization that
during my sessions. These workouts have helped me understand the exercises, as I
provides psychosocial rehabilitation services to people who have
have worked through them myself. Throughout this experience, I have been able to
addictions, mental health, issues, are chronically homeless, or have an
apply what I learned throughout my degree and apply it to real-life experiences.
acquired
brain injury. In the PEARL (ABI) Program, students assist and lead
Opex has helped me be a better coach and gain confidence in myself.
in the planning of programs and activities, assist residents in activities of daily
BATTLING THE BEAST: UNRAVELLING LOW BACK PAIN AND SCIATICA
living, assist with medication management, and equip residents with the tools they
There are many people who live with low back and particularly sciatica,
need to live independently. The focus of the program is to develop and restore
especially after a year of sitting at home. This pain is known to interrupt
functional ability and quality of life. Students work to build relationships with clients
with daily living tasks and makes it hard to be physically active.
and help them achieve their goals in their recovery. Through my experiences at
This project looks to find strategies to relieve sciatica or back pain
Phoenix, I have built relationships with staff and clients, learned more about planning
in order to live and do daily activities comfortably.
programs, and learned more about acquired brain injury and the impact an
ABI can have on a person’s quality of life.

JENNY HENTY
OPEX FITNESS
REGINA
REGINA, SK
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“During my time at Phoenix I have been able to learn more about planning programs that are
person-centred and encompass all aspects of health and wellness. Understanding appropriate
services for clients’ goals will help me in my future as a professional by being able to connect
clients with these services.”

PROGRAMMING FOR ABI:
For my special project, I researched various programs, services, and volunteer opportunities for clients with
an acquired brain injury and summarized these services in a binder for the agency to keep. This project
made me more aware of what is available in Regina, and what types of activities and programs would be
appropriate for someone with an acquired brain injury.

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
HUMAN KINECTICS
During my fieldwork with the RCMP – Depot Division, Operational Conditioning Unit (OCU) I took on the role of an OCU facilitator. OCU focuses on
fitness and health related areas of the RCMP – Cadet Training Program, with the goal of preparing the cadets for the physical demands of policing.
OCU also aims to equip cadets with the knowledge to manage a healthy lifestyle during their careers in policing. As a fieldwork student, I was able
to lead lectures on the principles of training, nutrition, and recovery. I had many experiences where I would be able to administer fitness tests
for cadets, as well as chances to demonstrate proper technique for resistance training and help answer questions from cadets related to the
lessons. There are also opportunities to join the cadets during their workouts or tests to see what demands the program places on the cadets.
TWELVE-WEEK RESISTANCE PERIODIZATION PROGRAM:
For my special project I got to create and deliver a twelve-week periodized resistance program for employees at the RCMP – Depot
Division. Throughout this experience I was able to develop multiple workout programs, progressing from a client needs analysis
through to a power phase of training. The project involved instructing sessions, demonstrating proper lifting techniques, and
assisting with skill acquisition.
“Every day with RCMP Training Academy brings something new and exciting to face. The staff are extremely
knowledgeable and even more caring and compassionate. Fieldwork here has been the highlight of my BKIN degree.”

JACKSON KARAIM
RCMP TRAINING ACADEMY
DEPOT DIVISION
REGINA, SK
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“In addition to receiving hands-on experience in
injury rehabilitation, this placement provided great
insight into a future career as a kinesiologist.”

JORDAN
KULBIDA

MARTIN
CBI Health – Regina Park is a multidisciplinary centre that offers rehabilitation and mental health
services for those injured in a work or car accident. During my time at CBI Health I had the
ACADEMY
opportunity to observe and take on the role of an exercise therapist. This role entails assessing
REGINA,
SK
injuries, prescribing exercise programs individualized to the client’s injury, abilities, and needs,
completing functional assessments and orientations, and progressing and modifying
programs to meet the client’s needs. I also had the opportunity to collaborate with
Martin Collegiate High School is the home of the Academy
therapists on treatment plans best suited for the client and their goals and took part in
Program. The academy is a sport-specific program that teaches
educational sessions with clients at the centre. During my time at CBI health, I was able
young athletes how to build time management skills and balance
to apply the theory I learned in a practical setting and gain confidence working with
life while they work toward their academic and athletic objectives in their
a variety of populations, as well as gain insight into the kinesiologist’s role in
high school experience.
rehabilitation as a future career path.
SEASONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BOOKLET: For my special project, I created
As a fieldwork student you will get to learn how to design sport specific
a booklet on long COVID side effects and exercise prescription for this. Long
strength and conditioning training programs, you will demonstrate exercises and
COVID is described as individuals in the sub-acute phase of recovery and
workouts, lead warm ups and cool downs, and coach the students in their sports
those with long-term COVID-19 symptoms. CBI Health works with
facilities. Through this opportunity you will have the ability to give back to the
individuals with long COVID and helps those individuals improve their
community and share your past learning experiences by being a role model for the
activity tolerance, independence, and work back up to job demands.
students. You can help guide them in the right direction and allow them to find
their path going forward.

MADISON KELLN
CBI HEALTH –
REGINA PARK
REGINA, SK
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“Do the work, get results. When you are confident
in what you do, you are more likely to succeed
and be a leader for those around.”
SKATE WITH THE COUGARS:
I took the premier athletes (dancers, cheerleaders, swimmers, triathletes,
and water polo students) to the Co-operators Centre to teach them how to skate. I brought out
some of my teammates who are on the Cougars Women’s Hockey team at the University. I created a
practice plan for the students and we did a fun obstacle course at the end.
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“Outside of your comfort zone is where immense
growth and learning occur.”

KYLE LANG

First Steps Wellness Centre (FSWC) is a rehabilitation facility that offers activity-based therapy for
ACCOUNTABLE
individuals with varying neurological conditions such as spinal cord injury, brain injury, cerebral
palsy, and multiple sclerosis. FSWC surrounds their services around the goal of helping clients
CARE UNIT (ACU)
achieve functional motor improvements thus leading to increased independence and better
PASQUA HOSPITAL
quality of life. As a fieldwork student at FSWC you begin with learning through observation.
REGINA, SK
You then transition to performing transfers, assisting therapists, and cleaning up. As you
progress, you are provided several opportunities to independently plan and facilitate
client sessions. My time at FSWC has allowed me to further my knowledge and gain
My experience at the Pasqua ACU has been extremely valuable.
practical experience that helped me develop as a professional.
The immersion within the ACU has allowed me to build on my existing
foundation regarding health care and the processes within. In addition,
ACTIVITY-BASED THERAPY INFORMATIONAL POSTERS:
showcases how the ACU can advance health care moving forward.
The creation of various posters portraying the equipment and
As a student at the ACU, my role predominantly revolves around standardized
techniques used in activity-based therapy at First Steps Wellness Centre
data collection and quality improvement roles. By completing these processes,
to be posted throughout the facility for client knowledge and used to
you exemplify the benefits of an ACU and progressive development in health care.
teach other organizations about activity-based therapy methods.
Which I believe is necessary as the visualization of a broken health care
system is prevalent when discussing political and structural hierarchical issues.
As an existing health care practitioner, and for those who wish to be one, this placement
will be nothing but beneficial in your future endeavours.
IMPROVING COMMUNICATION DURING INPATIENT TO
OUTPATIENT TRANSITIONS OF CARE:
Often when patients are discharged from hospital, they’re missing crucial information
that’s required for proper post discharge care such as lab work and follow-up appointments.
Consequently, without this information, patients often undergo unnecessary readmission. Therefore,
resulting in additional costs on our health system. Throughout this project I aimed to audit physicians and
nurses on their discharge instruction sheet to ensure patients are receiving adequate information to
reduce unnecessary readmissions and returns to the emergency department. With this information found,
we hope to create a more universal discharge instruction sheet for all health care practitioners involved.

SHAELYNN KURTZ
FIRST STEPS
WELLNESS CENTRE
REGINA, SK
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“I took the challenge to learn Olympic-style boxing
and trained very hard to box at the fundraiser event.
Surprisingly, I lost 6kg after months of training.”

KEESHA LOWE

New Line Boxing Academy is a modernized Olympic-style boxing school that offers programs such
LIVEWELL
as technical boxing fitness, strength and conditioning, and Olympic-style boxing training to kids,
REGINA NORTH
youth, and adults. New Line Boxing Academy focuses on one main goal: to produce student
boxing champions in both academic and Olympic-style boxing. During my fieldwork, I started
REGINA, SK
off by learning the fundamentals on how to box, how to coach Olympic-style boxing, and
worked as an event and social media coordinator. As the media coordinator, my duty was
to design sports nutritional posters, promote boxing events, classes, and boxing line-ups
for community members. My role as an event coordinator was to ensure that any
organized event ran successfully. Overall, my experience was amazing! I was
I had the opportunity to work at LIVE WELL Regina North as a Joy
challenged by a variety of tasks and I learned how to box, coach, and officiate
Master! A Joy master is someone who Infuses JOY into the clinic setting,
Olympic-Style boxing. Most importantly, I was able to build my self-confidence
by creating community and Energy, we deliver the brand experience
and get in shape for better health.
by reading the Quote & Education and Leading the Cool-down at the end

NEW LINE BOXING’S STANDARD ADMISSION TEST (SAT): My special
project is used to help coaches gain an understanding of students’
physical and mental states prior to being fully admitted into a boxing
program. The SAT serves the purpose of determining students’
readiness to be professional Olympic-style boxers.

LEE CHENG JIN
NEWLINE BOXING
ACADEMY
REGINA, SK
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of each session. We create exercise cards by Following the Program Design
created by the CEP, Supervise exercises in progress, Modify and progress
exercises, we also collect healthy vitals such as heart rates and blood pressures.
I help complete assessments as needed such as Baseline and Progress Assessments.
I did all of these throughout my fieldwork experience and have learned so much.
Being here at this clinic I no longer call people with chronic health conditions patients
but members because we see them as individuals trying to change their lives. With covid and
the pandemic, we cleaned lots as well and made up task sheets in the morning before our
sessions began, because we needed to grab our members their equipment before class and at
the end of each session we always cleaned and disinfected the equipment. My experience at
LIVE WELL helped develop my skills for the future career goals.

EXERCISE CLASSES WITH STARBLANKET FIRST NATIONS: I reached out to communities to offer a
month of free exercise sessions over zoom. We met every Monday and Wednesday, where we did a variety
of circuits and “Fun Days” like flexibility and dance. I always looked forward to meeting with them every
week and will miss them.
“I have learned that exercise is medicine and if we do not start to take care of
ourselves early in life, it is harder to get into positive habits.”
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Armstrong’s Physiotherapy Clinic is a primary care physiotherapy clinic with three locations throughout Saskatoon. Armstrong’s offers physiotherapy,
exercise therapy, and massage therapy services. The agency’s main clientele includes individuals who have been injured at work, in motor vehicle
accidents, and private clients. The rehabilitation professionals at Armstrong’s work together to provide clients with exceptional, multidisciplinary care.
The fieldwork student works under the exercise therapist; their role includes leading one-on-one exercise instruction, progressing client home
exercise programs, as well as performing administrative tasks such as billing, scheduling, and charting. Fieldwork allows for practical application
of the material learned in the classroom setting and the acquisition of skills beyond what the classroom can offer.
THE IMPORTANCE OF CORE STRENGTH:
After working one-on-one with numerous clients who were prescribed core strengthening exercises as part of their home
exercise programs, I created an informational guide for clients to take home. It provides clients with information about the
importance of core strength, the anatomy of the core, and it guides them through a core strengthening exercise sequence.

“I am grateful for my experience at Armstrong’s Physiotherapy as it has allowed me to gain
confidence and learn many new skills which will be beneficial in my future professional career.”

MCKENNA MAIR
ARMSTRONG PHYSIOTHERAPY
CLINIC
SASKATOON, SK
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Creative Options Regina (COR) is a non-profit and charitable organization dedicated to providing personalized support and services to individuals
experiencing intellectual and developmental disabilities. Their vision is to empower individuals by showing them that they are unconditionally loved
and safe. Under the supervision of the Creative Director at COR, I took on the role of Program Developer.
Throughout my practicum, I have facilitated a jewelry-making program, a weekly walking club, a ‘how-to-use’ technology class, and physical activity
programs comprised of Zumba and yoga. I have also spent time participating in a variety of activities including tubing at Mission Ridge, playing
board games, and tobogganing. Overall, my time at COR has been nothing short of amazing. I have built strong relationships and have
learned invaluable communication skills working alongside individuals experiencing disabilities. Furthermore, I have learned to be more
person-centred by meeting individuals where they are at by adapting the way I provide services. I believe all these skills will benefit me in
my professional life.
JEWLERY MAKING PROGRAM:
For my special project, I wanted to share my passion for making jewelry with COR. Therefore, I created a jewelry-making program
where we create different pieces every week including bracelets, necklaces, lanyards, and keychains. I find the process of creating
jewelry to be very therapeutic and allows for creative expression. Furthermore, jewelry making requires great precision, which helps
individuals develop and refine their fine motor skills.
“Working at COR has changed the way I view my relationships because rather than
looking for ways to love people, I love and value them simply because they exist.”

ZOHA MANSOOR
CREATIVE OPTIONS REGINA
REGINA, SK
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The Regina Community Clinic is the only primary healthcare co-operative founded in 1962, situated in Saskatchewan’s capital city. The clinic is
composed of multidisciplinary group of health professionals raging from doctors, nurses, dietitians, exercise specialists and social workers and
counsellors, who work together in building a healthy population. The clinic offers treatment, disease prevention, minor surgeries, and patient
education for its members. My role as a fieldwork student is to help patients in improving their health by creating exercise program plans with the
consideration of specific health conditions. With the supervision of a certified Exercise Specialist, I am also able to conduct initial screenings with
the use of CSEP PARQ forms, follow-up check-ups, and patient charting using their software. During my 15-week placement, I got a chance to
work alongside nurse practitioners in assessing new-comers, I also enhanced my health promotion skills by posting wellness tips on RCC’s
social media, and more importantly, I learned on leading fitness classes to its clients.
EXERCISE PROGRESSION TEMPLATES:
My special project is all about fall prevention tips for seniors and older adults.
It is comprised of a 15-20-minute video aimed to inform the risks and causes
of falls, detrimental effects of falling, and preventive measures on how to
decrease fall injuries with the help of nutrition and exercise. The video will be
uploaded to the Regina Community Clinic’s YouTube channel, so the clients
and non-clients will have access to the video. Posters regarding nutrition and
exercise tips are also uploaded on the social media platforms of RCC, and it is
also printed as a handout for the clients, so they have physical copies of the
exercise programs to enhance their nutrition and physical health.

“My fieldwork placement at RCC has opened a lot of
opportunities that is for sure beneficial to my career
path in the future. In RCC, I get to experience
working in different departments that are not
specific to exercise. This experience engraved a
numerous learning that are unique from what
we learned in the classrooms.”

KATRINA MARTINEZ
REGINA COMMUNITY CLINIC
REGINA, SK
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“Being a fieldwork student at GYM has allowed me to experience hands-on application of my
Human Kinetics major while preparing me for my future career endeavors as an academic.”

Growing Young Movers (GYM) Youth Development Inc. is a non-profit organization focused on enhancing the social, emotional, and physical well-being
of children and youth in Regina. They achieve this primarily through two programs being the Leadership Pathway and the After-School Program. The
Leadership Pathway serves high school students of the underserved community of North Central Regina by providing the resources and skills to
increase employment opportunities, likelihood of graduation and overall wellness. The end result for many of the students of the Leadership
Pathway is working as mentors for the After-School Program. The After-School Program provides elementary aged youth of the communities of
North Central, Core Ritchie and Glencairn with wellness experiences that includes various physical education activities. As a fieldwork student,
I primarily act as a site facilitator for the After School program. This involves planning and facilitating physical activities with the goal of
encouraging improvements in physical literacy and general well being while managing a large group of children and completing
administrative tasks. In addition to this role, the fieldwork student is responsible for funding applications, marketing/advertising, assisting
in research, transportation of youth mentors and much more.
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL:
I am creating a comprehensive policies and procedures manual for the After-School Programs. GYM is an
expanding organization and with more locations opening, the different programs can not all have direct supervision
from the Executive Director. As a result, it has been pertinent that concrete policies and procedures are regulated
and available as a reference for the site facilitators at each location.

ELISE MELANSON
GROWING YOUNG MOVERS (GYM)
REGINA, SK
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“FSWC reinforces the importance of client-centeredness
and that improvements can continue beyond traditional
medicine. I will continue to apply these lessons in
my future career in rehabilitation!”

First Steps Wellness Centre (FSWC) is a non-profit organization that uses activity-based therapy
which targets the neuromuscular system below the level of injury for people with spinal cord
injuries and other neurological conditions. My role includes assisting with lifts and transfers,
setting up and taking down equipment, assisting clients through resistance and aerobic
exercise, and creating programs for clients that students work with independently.
At FSWC, I have gained tremendous practical experience working with clients and staff. I
have learned how to program sessions specific to the client’s goals, manage my time
efficiently, adapt on the go, and maintain a positive rapport with clients.

BLAKE
MOULDING

TRENCH FITNESS
REGINA, SK

Trench Fitness is a locally owned and operated fitness facility in Regina,
AT-HOME CORE EXERCISE BOOKLET FOR MANUAL WHEELCHAIR USERS
Saskatchewan. As one of the top-rated gyms in the city they specialize
WITH A SPINAL CORD INJURY:
in
the
application of training and nutrition principles to help clients achieve
I created a booklet that clients can utilize at home and perform in their
their health, fitness, and body composition goals. They offer 24-hour
wheelchairs. I chose this as my project because core strength is one of the
memberships, personal training services, and nutrition consultation/programming
primary deficits after a spinal cord injury, and wheelchair-related falls are a
for a wide range of clients. Fieldwork students gain experience with one-on-one
significant concern. Consistency in rehabilitation is essential to induce
personal training, and with the facilitation of group training sessions.
neural adaptations continuously. It will also be an excellent resource
These experiences include programming/prescription, exercise demonstration and
for clients who miss a session due to external circumstances.
modification, and participating in consultations. Additionally, students help to maintain
a clean and safe facility. Taking part in these experiences allowed me to grow my
skills as an exercise professional, and I would suggest Trench Fitness to anyone looking to
grow the skills necessary to work in the fitness industry, or the strength and conditioning field.
CONOR MOLLOY

FIRST STEPS
WELLNESS CENTRE
REGINA, SK
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I took on two unique projects during my time at Trench Fitness.
TWO-PART LECTURE SERIES FOR THE STAFF AT THE AMBULATORY CARE OFFICE (ACO):
I generated and facilitated two lectures on exercise and nutrition for the ACO staff.
WEEKLY SOCIAL MEDIA INFOGRAPHICS:
I created social media infographics to educate Trench’s members. This gave clients the best possible
information in a way that was both engaging and informative.

“Trench Fitness is an excellent facility to build skills for working in any fitness related
role. I am thankful for the opportunity to build connections, learn, and grow as a
professional in an encouraging environment.”

.
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“With a willingness to understand, patience, and the proper supports, most barriers can be
overcome, and accessible activities can be enjoyed by everyone.”

As my time with Astonished! ends, I know the experiences I have had here will impact me for the rest of my life. Astonished is a non-profit organization
that offers strength-based programming for young adults with complex physical disabilities. This programming is decided by the Core Members and
focuses on supporting their strengths, dreams, and needs. Some of the programs offered include social opportunities, literacy skill development,
educational series, and recreational events.
I had the opportunity to develop, lead, and participate in programs for the Astonished Teaching and Learning Centre (ATLC) and the Astonished
Social Club. Most of the programs I led focused on making art more accessible. I learned about adapting to differing motor abilities while
ensuring that the process of making art could be enjoyable for everyone involved. I was also partnered with a Student Researcher for ATLC.
Together, we worked towards reaching his goals in navigating, literacy, and socialization. I also assisted with the production of the Spring
Gala and silent auction, one of Astonished!’s major fundraisers. My work at Astonished has given me the chance to meet so many people
with diverse backgrounds and I will forever be grateful to them for this experience.
ASTONISHING ARTISTS!:
My special project was called ‘Astonishing Artists!’. I planned, developed, and executed a three-part series introducing the
Student Researchers to drawing with graphite, painting with watercolour, and making collages with tissue paper. I ensured that
the materials we used were adapted so our participants make art without difficulty. I also learned about barriers around creating
art and tried to address them to support our participants in creating something for themselves.

KIMBERLEY NAGY
ASTONISHED!
REGINA, SK
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Here at Alpha, I have had a great experience with both the clients and the staff. By being
surrounded by a variety of professionals including physiotherapists, massage therapists,
and exercise therapists, I have had the opportunity to communicate on a interprofessional
level, get advice from these individuals, and build my learning experience higher than
I initially thought I could. I have gained a whole new skill set which includes detailed
charting for clients, proper assessment skills, ways to educate clients, and more.

MUNTASIR
OMER
NEIL SQUIRE
SOCIETY
REGINA, SK

“Being at Alpha has only reinforced my goal of becoming a physiotherapist as the
clinic has taught me valuable lessons about assessment, communication,
relationships with clients, and overall professional skills.”
POST-OPERATION EXERCISE PLAN FOR KNEE SURGERY:
Building a post-operation plan for clients who have recently has knee
surgery. This plan will follow the typical timeline and progression that
is ideal for individuals post-op. This plan will benefit not only the clinic
for organization and easy access to a post-op plan, but it will also be
user friendly so that the client can use it as well and be educated
on where they are and where they should be.

THERESE
OLIJNYK
ALPHA CENTRE

REGINA, SK
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The Neil Squire Society is a non-profit organization that helps people
with disabilities to overcome barriers and strives to empower Canadians
with disabilities by offering employments programs and utilizing assistive
technology tools to give them a chance to enjoy a productive and fulfilling
life. My role in this vital work was assistive technology support; my
responsibilities included client assessment, resource identification, and
technology training. I also assisted with employment preparation in the
Working Together Department by helping with job searches and interview
preparation. Neil Squire is devoted to removing barriers that prevent clients from
fulfilling their educational or employment goals. Their inclusive and respectful
philosophy promotes personal growth and development. I am proud to have
been part of this valuable work, and I am fortunate to have learned so much.

“Teaching clients how to maximize the benefits of using the assistive technologies was
particularly rewarding because I was able to see the empowerment that these aides provided.”
‘540’ ASSESSMENT:
540 Assessment is a program at Neil Squire Society where provincial funding is available to purchase
necessary supports for clients who require multiple accommodations. For my special project, I had to do a
comprehensives assessment of the clients' conditions, identify the appropriate supports, train the client on
the supports, and get my supervisor's approval to purchase the equipment.

BACHELOR OF KINESIOLOGY:
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“YOU ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE YOU EXIST. Not because

of what you do or what you have done, but simply because you are.” – Max Lucado

Creative Options Regina (COR) is a non-profit organization that provides personalized support for people experiencing intellectual and physical
disabilities. COR is committed to providing nurturing and meaningful relationships by assisting them with support in the living they want. COR
revolves around the philosophy of gentle teaching, COR strives to strengthen the fabric of companionship and community for all those we serve.
COR's innovative approach to caregiving is grounded in the recognition and celebration of the intrinsic value of each individual. Through the COR
studio, many programs are offered to people to explore and improve their skills. COR studio currently offers Art therapy, music therapy and many
other programs. COR partnered with the City of Regina to provide a Travel training program that shows people with disabilities on public
transportation and how they can independently access the service on their own. The purpose of the program is to provide knowledge and
practical skills that are needed to travel independently on public transport.
TRAVEL TRAINING PROGRAM EXPANSION:
Since the pandemic, the travel training program has been on pause, as a travel
training program supervisor we wanted to expand the program to newcomers
and seniors. My role is to create a framework with information about who the
program is for, how is are we going to get started and when does the program
start.

GOWTHAM PALANIVEL
CREATIVE OPTIONS REGINA
REGINA, SK
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My time at the YMCA was fun filled, educational and an extremely rewarding experience. Through personal training, group classes, and getting to
know the members, I was really brought into the community in the best of ways. That’s just what the YMCA is, a community of people trying to better
their own lives as well as the others around them. The number of friendly smiles I would see every day along with the great relationships I built
with my supervisors, co-workers and members has opened so many opportunities for my life after fieldwork. There is no-where else I would have
rather done my fieldwork and I am extremely grateful for my time spent at the YMCA of Regina.
‘YTHRIVE’:
My Special project at the YMCA was to kickstart and become the coordinator of a program called YThrive. YThrive’s main objective is to
provide workout programs for members of all ages to help keep them consistent and healthy in the gym. We provide the programs
based on the clients needs and then teach proper movement mechanics. From there I do regular check-ins and provide further technical
help as well as new exercise progressions and alternatives.

ZACHARY
PETERSON
YMCA
REGINA, SK

“Take a deep breath, in through the nose, out through the mouth.”
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“My placement at Courtside has given me the opportunity to work with varying
populations and injuries, allowing me to assist clients in both regional and global
conditioning.”

Courtside Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation (CSMR), is a multidisciplinary rehab centre. The agency’s members consist of physiotherapists, certified
exercise physiologists, occupational therapists, psychologists, and nutritionists. The entire team including the fieldwork students, work together
providing active functional rehab for clients. We provide the tools, and education necessary to complete exercise programs and get the client back
to an increased ROM and strength.
As a student you will work along a certified exercise physiologist creating, adapting, and demonstrating programs for clients. There are a range
of populations to work with from athletes to people who were injured in the workplace; KIN students will see many clients trying to recover
and get back to work. It is also common to work among other members such as the PT’s and OT’s and discuss any specific needs for the
clients. For the health and safety of everyone in the clinic students also help out with cleaning duties assuring everything is running
smoothly. Students have the opportunity to shadow PT’s, and experience the hands on manipulative side of rehab. Overall this experience
has solidified my knowledge into a practical experience, and taught me new skills that will benefit my future career path.
CSMR INSTAGRAM: SOCIAL MEDIA EDUCATION:
I created a social media account for Courtside on Instagram to not only spread
awareness of their services, but share education and tips for injuries. I tried to focus
on common injuries, or muscle areas people often neglect when training. Especially
throughout the pandemic I think this is a safe and simple way for clients and others
to access exercises and stay educated on injuries.

TATIANNA PETERSON-IVES
COURTSIDE SPORTS MEDICINE &
REHABILITATION
REGINA, SK
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“The CMHA-SK encouraged me to utilize critical reflexivity in deeply considering
impacts of social justice issues, mental health challenges, and social determinants
of health to become a better-informed undergraduate.”

The Canadian Mental Health Association- Saskatchewan Division (CMHA-SK) is an organization which provides advocacy, programming, education, and
supports to individuals and their families. These services function collaboratively to reduce mental health stigmatization to achieve the goal of mental
health for all. Throughout my time at the CMHA, I was responsible for many tasks such as participating in meetings, engaging in frontline community
work, engaging in mental health discussions, and conducting research for project proposals, literature reviews, and other tasks which required
research evidence regarding mental health topics. I was also afforded the opportunity to gain more knowledge of health policy issues and policy
development relevant to Saskatchewan, such as inequalities surrounding Saskatchewan Assured Income for Disability (SAID) and
implementation of emergency mental health services. These activities helped me develop as a student as I gained experience working within
health policy matters, learned of mental health system navigation and its importance for public health education, and gained an
understanding of governmental systems. My experience at the CMHA was exceptional in providing me with foundational knowledge of
public policy development and research-intensive practice to excel in my academic and future career endeavours.
MINDFULNESS MEDITATION AND SELF-CARE FOR MENTAL WELLNESS
PRESENTATION: My special project was a 30-minute solo presentation facilitated by
the H.O.P.E. Learning Centre recovery college within the CMHA-SK. This presentation
utilized research and community evidence regarding the importance of mindfulness
and self-care in mental wellness promotion. The purpose of this presentation was to
promote differing methodologies of mental wellness and engage my audience in
mental health conversation that differ from a medicalized point of view.

LAUREN PRESTON (HEALTH PROMOTION)
CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION –
SASKATCHEWAN DIVISION
REGINA, SK
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My experience with the ACU has been both a challenging and rewarding one! Entering the healthcare field with no prior experience required
adjustments to the busy schedules and chaotic environment. I have been grateful enough to learn about the agency’s mission and goals and how
teamwork amongst the units plays a significant role in how an ACU internally functions. As an ACU student, I help the units gather data daily from
a database system. I also participate in weekly and monthly touchpoint meetings to discuss the data pulled on the patient metrics. Furthermore,
I have been directly involved in two research projects that align with the underlying goals of the agency. With these projects, I work alongside two
physicians who strive to provide continued patient-centred care by constantly trying to understand “why” we do things the way we do.
By doing so, we can determine areas of improvement that improve our work from a medical standpoint and the overall patient experience.
MEDICATION RECONCILIATION DISCHARGE: Provided feedback to frontline clinicians to reduce common prescription errors
upon discharging patients. This is carried out by quarterly auditing discharge charts dictated by physicians.
ANTIMICROBIAL STEWARDSHIP: Meant to decrease unnecessary antibiotic treatment for asymptomatic bacteria. This is carried
out by auditing structured interdisciplinary bedside rounds (SIBR) and working with the pharmacy team.

“TO ERR IS HUMAN” – Alexander Pope/Ron Taylor
“This experience has been full of life lessons and learning curves.
As humans, we make errors in the process that helps us learn and progress.”

HAN QUACH
ACCOUNTABLE CARE UNIT (ACU)
PASQUA HOSPITAL
REGINA, SK
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“Adrenaline gave me the opportunity to grow
and become confident as a personal trainer by
giving me a hands-on experience in a broad
range of leadership skills.”

DAVID
RAKIC

Adrenaline Strength & Conditioning is a well-rounded high energy strength focused gym. They
VIVE FITNESS
offer a variety of athlete focused workouts and fitness classes. My role within Adrenaline began
TORONTO, ON
with assisting the strength coaches and fitness instructors, where I was able to jump around all of
the different specialties and get a broader experience. I also had the opportunity to teach a
Ladies Strength and First Lift class. Adrenaline gave me the opportunity to experience athlete
training ranging from hockey, volleyball, football as well as Olympic lifting and Strongman
VIVE is a highly respected and well-established fitness center
athletes. Athletes are where I found to have my biggest interest and was able to pursue
that has five facilities across Toronto, Ontario. The multidisciplinary
this as the semester went on. Through the semester I was able to confidently take on
fitness center offers initial client assessment, personal training, group
programming with individual athletes as well as teams. Adrenaline provides a very
classes and physical therapy. All of the trainers and therapists at
hands-on approach where you will be around clients from day one. Through this
VIVE have university degrees and esteemed certifications which made
Experience, I have been able to realize my love for sports performance and am
this experience extraordinarily helpful for my future career. My role at
excited to pursue this interest after graduation.
VIVE Fitness was initially to observe, shadow, and learn from other, more

HIGH SCHOOL WEIGHTLIFTING PROGRAM: The goal of this project was to
qualified trainers. Eventually, I was trusted with more difficult assignments
bring high school aged students into Adrenaline to grow interest in the
and I was tasked with more individual responsibilities. Over the course of four
weightlifting world. The program had the choice of Olympic lifting,
months, I have successfully executed numerous tasks in a lot of different areas
Powerlifting, Strongman/Strongwoman or general fitness. I was able
regarding a typical fitness center. Some of my obligations at VIVE Fitness
to create the proposal that was sent out to teacher across Regina.
included: creating a workout plan, taking body measurements, demonstration of
weight-lifting techniques and scheduling clients. The impact that this experience has had
on me was tremendous. Fieldwork placement at VIVE Fitness has left me with great amount
of knowledge and expertise that I am eagerly awaiting to display in my future life endeavours.
ALEXANDRIA

RAJSIGL

ADRENALINE
STRENGTH &
CONDITIONING
REGINA, SK
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“Experience at Vive Fitness has served me as a transitional phase from being a student at
University of Regina, to a full-time occupation in the fitness and sports industry and I will be
forever grateful for that opportunity.”
FULL BODY EXERCISE DATABASE: Video recordings with detailed description of some of the most
commonly used gym exercises by trainers at Vive. A program consisting of a range of physical exercises
that can be used by clients in case of another COVID lockdown which would prevent or limit collaboration
with trainers. Simple tips on how to perform the movement better as well as common mistakes to avoid
were also included in the description.
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“G.Y.M. is a supportive environment that assists fieldwork students in accomplishing their
learning objectives. I have acquired numerous skills that I can implement in any workplace
throughout my career.”

Growing Young Movers (G.Y.M.) Youth Development Incorporated is a not-for-profit organization that supports disadvantaged youth in leadership
positions and environments, in which they would otherwise feel underrepresented in. In order to achieve these goals, G.Y.M. develops the holistic
well-being of youth by improving social, physical, and emotional welfare through a three-pillar approach: Programming, Knowledge Mobilization,
and Supports. With regard to fieldwork students in the organization, they fall under the Youth Mentorship Programming aspect of the agency in
the role of a site facilitator. Although a fieldwork student would have a number of responsibilities ranging from administrative work to creative
design work, delivering daily after-school programming is still their primary role. I do believe that a fieldwork student typically experiences a
larger workload from the agency than an ordinary site facilitator may, however, the level of experience and education that a fourth-year student
would possess is directly related to the volume of work that is required to be completed. As a result of the high expectations and opportunities
provided by G.Y.M., the impact of the fieldwork term on one’s personal and professional growth is immeasurable. This placement has
assisted in developing fitness-programming, communication, administrative, and creative-design skills to name a few.
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL:
The Policies and Procedures Manual that I have written is a needed addition for employees that can use it to facilitate after-school
programming without further guidance. The manual has several educational resources that I have acquired throughout my own
experience as a site facilitator. It includes emergency contact information, daily worksheets, procedures, policies, insight into our
partnership with YMCA, behavioural management tips, sample program plans, and even frequently asked questions.

ARCHIT SANDHU
GROWING YOUNG MOVERS (GYM)
REGINA, SK
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During my fieldwork placement, I was honoured with the opportunity to supervise, prescribe,
evaluate, and apply exercise in clinical populations. These clinical populations included
neurodegenerative, metabolic, pulmonary, cardiovascular, and musculoskeletal conditions.
Gateway Alliance Medical afforded an exceptional learning environment with the opportunity
to foster relationships, implement new programs, and support patients in their transition
towards better health.

CARLY
SHAMRAY
REGINA SPORT &
PHYSIOTHERAPY

REGINA, SK

Regina Sport & Physiotherapy Clinic is a multidisciplinary
rehabilitation centre providing a variety of services. The clinic is
client centred and result focused to develop treatments to meet client
goals. I took on the roles and responsibilities of an exercise therapist.
These roles included functional testing, program development, program
CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT PATHWAY:
instruction, progressing programs, building positive client relationships,
For my special project, I spent a lot of my time researching and testing
charting notes, billing, and scheduling. Throughout my fieldwork I enhanced
clients with Diabetes in order to develop and submit a proposal of a Chronic
my knowledge applied my education in a practical and hands on setting. I
Disease Management Pathway for Diabetes Mellitus in Saskatchewan.
gained
confidence working with clients and developing positive relationships
This proposal involved the collaboration of Clinical Exercise Physiologists,
with them. This is an important skill that often leads to more trust and better
along with other professionals to provide better support for individuals
client outcomes. I also learned how to overcome barriers and problem solve
living with Diabetes.
with different situations and client needs. Another important skill I developed
was collaborating with other therapists and professionals towards a common goal as an
assessment team. I now have a better understanding of the rehabilitation process.

“The success of a population level health program is mediated by a paralleled
increase in the accessibility to technology and patient education.”

JAYD SAVAGE

GATEWAY ALLIANCE
MEDICAL
REGINA, SK
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“RSPC welcomed me with smiling faces. My placement allowed hands on
experience to enhance my knowledge. I grew as a person and professional,
enhancing my desire to work in rehabilitation.”
SLEEP AND CHRONIC PAIN EDUCATION SESSION:
I researched and presented to the clinic on the role sleep plays in chronic pain and rehabilitation. There is
a common prevalence of chronic pain and sleep disturbances with clients. I left the presentation behind
for the Therapists to have for regular client education sessions.
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“I have found ways to use what I am good at to fill
a void in my community by preparing to open a
private facility for diverse populations.”

AMAIMA

The Centre for Health Wellness and Performance is located in the University of Regina, beside
SIDDIQI
the fitness and lifestyle centre. It is a multi-disciplinary organization that provides services in
BRICKHOUSE GYM
exercise/athletic therapy, physiotherapy, chiropractic, massage therapy, and traditional
Chinese medicine. The student’s role is to learn how to work in a multidisciplinary
REGINA, SK
organization that utilizes multiple resources and personnel for the benefit of the client.
This experience has impacted me by providing opportunities to work with the widest range
of populations. I have worked with elderly clients, people experiencing disability, healthy
populations, and high-performance occupational assessments. It has been a great
opportunity to prepare for my career in exercise science and working with a variety
Brickhouse gym is high quality, locally owned gym in Regina, SK which
of populations.
provides 24/7 access to its members. Brickhouse is a state-of-the-art
facility that aims to help individuals reach their fitness goals, ranging from
CARDIAC REHABILIATION MAINTENANCE PACKAGE:
basic to elite weight training within a community of supportive and
this is an information package for those who have completed their
like-minded individuals. Fieldwork students at Brickhouse will have the
12-week cardiac rehab programs and are looking to continue
opportunity to work with a wide range of clientele. Students will have the freedom
progressing their exercise programs without the supervision of an
shadow and learn from the various specialized certified personal trainers
exercise physiologist.
at Brickhouse. Students will have the opportunity to learn different training styles,
while learning exercise modifications and the ability to cater to a vast range of
populations. I had the ability to lead my own training sessions which helped me
develop a sense of independence. Fieldwork at Brickhouse has helped increase my
knowledge in the field of fitness and my ability to think on my feet while helping me hone my
AARON SHANNON
communication and problem-solving skills.

CENTRE FOR HEALTH,
WELLNESS &
PERFORMANCE
REGINA, SK

“Brickhouse is an outstanding agency that has cultivated a sense of responsibility
within me and has helped increase my knowledge while also helping the application
of my education from my classes into a practical setting.”

STUDENT-TRAINER PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT (REBECCA): Personal training and exercise
modification for Rebecca, a couple of times a week. Introducing her to the gym and leading her
through a personalized training program to increase her independence within a gym setting to
perform exercises tailored to her goals.
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New Line Boxing Academy offers general introduction to boxing fitness classes as well as structured technical boxing training
through the student boxing program. As a fieldwork student, you will be exposed to both of these settings.
Through this experience you will have the opportunity to learn how to box for yourself, teach boxing as a student coach as
well as learn how to officiate boxing as both a referee and a judge. This Experience has shown me just how much I enjoy coaching
not only with high-performance athletes but with the general population as well.
“NEW LINE BOXING ACADEMY IS WHERE

STUDENTS BECOME COACHES AND COACHES BECOME

ROLE MODELS both inside and out of the ring."

THE NEW LINE BOXING ACADEMY SAT: For my special project I developed The New Line Boxing Academy SAT which will be the
second part of the new and improved admission process to the high-performance student boxing program. The SAT includes both
physical and mental testing protocols that will help set a
baseline of performance for all new boxers.

JACOB SMITH-BURGESS
NEW LINE
BOXING ACADEMY
REGINA, SK
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“This opportunity provided valuable professional
experiences by giving me the ability to apply my
knowledge of health/movement in a Home Care
Treatment environment.”

COURTNEY
SVENSON
CANWEST

Life Force Home Health Care Inc. is a small private health care company that aids in keeping clients
SPORT SCIENCE
independent, healthy and safe. They base out of Queen Victoria Estates, where their clients reside.
& PERFORMANCE
A complete care team assists each client daily with their specific needs, as well as offering
wellness services and programs. Life Force received the Consumer Choice Award as the Regina
CARONPORT, SK
& Greater Region's BEST Home Healthcare Services company. Throughout the fieldwork
term, my role as a wellness/physical mobility assistant has taken on several health and
The CanWest Sport Science and Performance Centre is a High
well-being branches. This largely included assisting clients in their activities of daily
Performance Training Facility that provides strength and
living, and promoting physical wellness/increased mobility by taking clients on walks
conditioning sessions, athletic therapy, physiotherapy, and
as well as practicing catered exercise routines and stretches. My time with the
fitness testing. The centre is a joint partnership between Briercrest
agency allowed me to view seniors from a different perspective, and it will be an
College, Prairie Hockey Academy, and Highland Rehabilitation. Clients
experience that sticks with me and influences my professional growth as a
of the centre are provided with well-rounded fitness programs created by
healthcare worker going forward.
extremely qualified and educated staff members to optimize their fitness,

PERSONAL EXERCISE PROGRAM: I had the opportunity to work with a
client who suffers from a frozen shoulder. The client and I met every day,
where I assigned different shoulder movements and exercises for her to
perform. By the end of my placement, the restricted shoulder closely
matched the range of motion of her left shoulder.

ALEKH SOKHAL

LIFE FORCE HOME
HEALTH CARE INC.
REGINA, SK
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performance, and health. My main responsibility at CanWest was assisting or
leading in strength and conditioning sessions for Briercrest athletes, Prairie
Hockey Academy athletes, Briercrest Cristian Academy athletes, and community
members. Additionally, this responsibility involved creating exercise programs,
implementing them, and assisting clients with correct form. Furthermore, I had the
chance to assist with physiotherapy, athletic therapy, and fitness testing. My experience
with CanWest has created a positive impact on not only my educational and professional
skills, but additionally on my personal skills. I have gained a lot of confidence in myself and
my ability to create exercise and rehabilitation programs, implement them, and adapt as I go.

FUNCTIONAL MOVEMENT SCREEN RECONDITIONING PROGRAM: For my special project I had the
opportunity to assess athletes with FMS to create programs for them to improve mobility, form,
and balance. The program involved assessing athletes, putting together exercises based on their
scores, having them come in a few times a week to work on exercises with me, and reassess
their improvement every two weeks.
“I am grateful for my experience with CanWest Sport Science and
Performance Centre as it allowed me to advance my skills and
create an enhanced understanding of strength and conditioning.”
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“THE HABITS you learn in sports will be
the habits you use in life.”

The Swift Current Broncos Hockey Club is a junior men’s hockey team in the Western Hockey
League. A crucial aspect for team improvement and injury prevention is the focus on the physical
development of elite athletes through off-ice exercise prescription such as stretching, plyometric
training, weightlifting, and cardiovascular exercise. This also includes managing any injuries
that may arise throughout the season through various taping, bracing, and rehabilitation
protocols. This placement has taught me a lot about working in a faced-paced,
unpredictable environment, and has given me priceless experience in working with and
alongside athletes of various skill levels and experience. It was truly an unforgettable
experience which I have no doubt will only benefit my future endeavours.

SHEA USICK
LEVEL 10 FITNESS
REGINA, SK

Level 10 Fitness is an organization that provides supervised
professional coaching and support for health and performance to a wide
OFF-SEASON ATHLETE TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOLS:
range of clients. Level 10's vision as a business is to create a community that
For my special project, I used the knowledge and experience I gained during
has embraced the mindset of the pursuit of better health and performance
the prescription of team workouts to create an off-season training protocol
for life. To achieve this vision, the leadership team and performance coaches
for the Broncos athletes. What I initially assumed would be one
of Level 10 Fitness provide various support and services, including private sessions,
comprehensive workout protocol turned into the development of 3
small group sessions, fitness classes for a full spectrum of clients, and
different protocols; weight loss, strength development, and agility and
high-performance training for athletes and sports teams. The fieldwork experience at
power development – since each of the athletes had various goals
Level 10 is fast-paced and hands-on. As a fieldwork student at Level 10, I had the
objectives that they wanted to achieve in order to better their
opportunity to shadow multiple performance coaches, attend education and training
on-ice performance.
sessions, design and implement workout programs for individuals, fitness classes, and
performance athletic team training. My competency and knowledge as a personal trainer have
grown from this experience. I have gained more confidence in my ability to design and lead
KYLE TISDALE
fitness programs for a broad spectrum of clientele.
SWIIFT CURRENT

BRONCOS
HOCKEY CLUB

SWIFT
CURRENT
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MOVEMENT FUNDAMENTALS & SPORT: I ran a 21-session program for the Montessori School of
Regina focusing on developing physical literacy, gross-motor skills, strength, conditioning, and agility. I
had the opportunity to work with students ranging from 3 – 13 years of age. Designing and implementing
the program progressed my skills as a coach and benefited both Level 10 Fitness and the school

“Level 10 Fitness fostered a hands-on practical experience that allowed me to complete all
of my learning objectives through various fitness modalities. I am very grateful for the
opportunity that Level 10 has provided for my fieldwork placement.”
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“After this fieldwork placement in Diverse Sports Physical Therapy, I have improved my
understanding of knowledge from university, my professional skills, and gained practical
experience which will help me to be successful in my future career.”

Diverse Sports Physical Therapy is a physical therapy clinic located at the Northland Professional Centre in Calgary, Alberta. Diverse Sports Physical
Therapy commits to help patients resolve musculoskeletal, pelvic, and balance disorders with multidisciplinary services and treatments. Services and
treatments include Sports Rehabilitation, Massage therapy, Pelvic Floor Rehabilitation, Motor Vehicle Accident injury Rehabilitation, Work Injury
Rehabilitation, TMJ therapy, Vestibular Rehabilitation Therapy, Intramuscular Stimulation, Custom Orthotics, and Traditional Chinese Acupuncture
that open to everyone from newborns to seniors. Diverse Sports Physical Therapy follows the mission statement of fully committing to provide
and optimize the most efficient, comprehensive rehabilitate care to patients of all categories. In Diverse Sports Physical Therapy, patients will
experience quality, personalized care through their rehabilitation journey. Students work in here as “student kinesiologist” and “physio
assistant” and have opportunities to provide treatment to patients by using equipment such as TENS, IMS, cupping, ultrasound,
and pressure gun. Furthermore, exercise prescription is the most beneficial part for students which will help students gain deeper
understanding of their knowledge in practical use. Diverse Sports Physical Therapy is a learning clinic that always provide opportunities
for students to apply their knowledge from university on practical use and gain practical experience of working in physical therapy clinic.
DIVERSE SPORTS PHYSICAL THERAPY TAKE-HOME EXERCISES E-HANDOUTS:
My special project is to create take-home exercises e-handouts which will provide patients an easier access to take-home
exercises. This special project will help clinic to build a convenient way to handout take-home exercises. Each document will
contain written description of the exercise with important cueing point and pictures of each step of the exercise, which will
help patients to perform the exercise correctly and avoid further injury.

YISHU WANG
DIVERSE SPORTS PHYSICAL THERAPY
CALGARY, AB
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“Every opportunity is a learning and growth
opportunity in this field if looked at the right
way and pursued with utmost confidence and
an open mind.”

WYATT WIEBE

OPEX Regina is one of the most unique gym operations in Regina. It is a well-established brand
ATHOL MURRAY
across the world with OPEX gyms, but the owners Steve and Hayley have adapted the program
COLLEGE OF
in ways that promotes longevity and sustainability. My role at OPEX Regina was the same roll
NOTRE
DAME
given to floor coaches. Hayley and Steve wanted students to have actual experiences coaching,
interacting, and programming with their clients. Under supervision I was able to coach,
WILCOX, SK
teach, program, and assess clients. The impact of being able to interact and help clients
each day made a lasting impression on how I would like to carry out my future in
Kinesiology. I met many great people working towards goals everyday and their trust
in me as a student coach has made me a much more well rounded and confident
The major part of my fieldwork was to assist with integrating and
future coach.
planning of strength and conditioning programs for the hockey teams.
NITRITION SURVEY:
Teams can book in times to come and lift and, depending on the schedule,
My special project was a nutrition survey to assess how people perceived
give them a workout that is best suited for the team and point in the season.
their own health and nutrition. The idea was to determine where people
were on the spectrum of heath and nutrition education and what key
I would make sure the athletes are doing the workout properly and making
components were missing. In order to properly educate people, I needed
sure they are pushing themselves to get the proper adaptations. I also shadowed
to know what people knew or thought they knew. The project was
the athletic therapist and learned how to deal and assess athletic injuries and
successful as it gave some insight for the OPEX coaches to for future
help with everyday tasks. I also coached the Sr. men’s basketball team and learned
conversations for each client.
how to run practices and in game coaching.

AMBER WIEBE
OPEX REGINA
REGINA, SK
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“Notre Dame has been an amazing experience this semester. I have learned so much from
working with these young athletes and how to train properly during a busy season.”
BEGINNER YOUTH EXERCISE PROGRAM:
My special project was a “exercise program for beginner youth.” This was a 6-week program
that consisted of 4 exercises and cardio for the purpose of teaching these kids the importance of
exercise/weightlifting as well as increase their overall fitness. Testing was done pre and post program.
This program taught these youth basic exercises with proper technique and they learned new skills on
exercise and making programs for themselves.
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“In offering individuals with disabilities the necessary
support to participate in the physical activities they
desire, the concept of disability can then be perceived,
rather, as a level of ability.”

ALEX
YEUNG

ACCOUNTABLE

My role at Chip and Dale Homes’ day centre revolves around facilitating physical activity, exercise,
CARE UNIT (ACU)
recreation, and therapy for participants of a wide range of cognitive and physical disabilities.
The day centre is a location where individuals who reside in various group homes can come to
PASQUA HOSPITAL
participate in skill-building activities, exercise, community outings, or simply recreation and fun.
REGINA, SK
One of my key roles involves conducting a therapy routine for an individual with cerebral
palsy, in order to increase their range of motion and ability to participate physically.
My experience with ACU has been worthwhile. I have
In addition, I was also able to help individuals participate in group outings where
learned not only the importance of how an ACU functions, but
participants can engage in a community setting. What has been most impactful to me
also the dynamic processes involved, causing positive change in the
is the resilience of all of the participants in their daily successes. My experience has
field of healthcare. ACU provides stakeholders with a different idea of
given me a better insight and empathy towards those in different walks of life,
what healthcare should be and can be.
which will be of tremendous value in connecting with future patients no matter
My role as a QI student heavily involves data collection, analysis with
the field of healthcare I pursue.
an added special project that seeks to decrease patient mortality.

“SPASTICITY: A GUIDE TO A BETTER UNDERSTANDING”: My special
By accomplishing this, ACU frameworks are followed diligently through tenets
project is an informational pamphlet inspired by hands-on experience from
such as quality improvement to facilitate a sense of accountability for all staff
working at Chip and Dale Homes, as well as cited sources, to better
members. The impact of this experience has not only shown students including
enlighten staff about spasticity. The project also involves conducting a
myself the efficacy behind ACU but also highlights the political and structural issues
physiotherapy routine for an individual with cerebral palsy.
on deploying this intervention across the province. Moreover, these experiences led
to further insight into where I want to be as a future healthcare professional,
despite the criticisms and hardships behind government actions.

GABRIEL WING
CHIP & DALE
HOMES INC.
REGINA, SK

BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING PROJECT:
Discover and analyze data of how the unit, 3D, is performing with respect to diabetes
management. Due to the various nuances such as age, frailty, and comorbidities, my role is to
error-proofing an auditing process that aims to decrease the variations, present the respective
data, thus improving the quality of care and management of diabetes for all ACUs.
.

“IT’S NOT WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH ME,
IT’S WHAT MATTERS TO ME!” – Ron Taylor
45
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“My time at Level 10 Fitness was amazing! – An astounding atmosphere that enables
you to grow your love of fitness and helps build social and professional skills as an
individual and trainer!”

Level 10 Fitness is a successful locally owned fitness facility residing in Regina, Saskatchewan. The facility offers a wide range of classes from strength
and condition to spin classes. They also offer private training as well as small group training. No matter what level of experience surrounding fitness a
client has, they are always welcome. The classes offered can be modified easily by experienced performance coaches to meet any client's experience
level. As a fieldwork student working at Level 10 this semester, there was a gradual increase in accountability and obligation. The first month or so,
the other FWS and I were “flies on the wall” observing and taking note of what goes on during the classes and private sessions. As time went by,
we slowly began to lead warmups, next, programming for classes and clients, and finally instructing an entire supervised class or private sessions.
My experience at Level 10 this semester has exceeded my expectations for the fieldwork semester. Immediately, I felt a welcoming feeling
coming into the facility's community of clients and employees. There is a vast amount of knowledge surrounding all fitness and sports
training, and the opportunity to build on what I already knew was great! I highly recommend to anyone seeking an educational and fun
fieldwork experience in a gym environment to apply here!!
GOLF SPECIFIC MOBILITY AND STRENGTH PROGRAM:
Throughout my time as a fieldwork student and for my special project, I put on a
5-week golf program focused on preparing golfers for the upcoming golf season.
There were bi-weekly sessions, one focused on mobility, and the other focused on
building strength and power throughout the legs and torso. Improving these areas
allows for the perfect combination for golfers to hit the links this spring and not
suffer from as many aches and pains and hopefully hit the ball further.

DILLON ZIMMERMANN
LEVEL 10 FITNESS
REGINA, SK
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The Bachelor of Health Studies is a joint
degree between the Faculty of Kinesiology and
Health Studies and the Faculty of Arts
in partnership with the First Nations University
of Canada. It aims to provide students with
an integrated understanding of the ways in
which social, economic and cultural
"determinants of health" shape individual beliefs,
attitudes and practices, which in turn affect
physiological and biological functioning of individuals.
The degree promotes an interdisciplinary understanding
of health, drawing on both the social sciences and the
natural sciences, and aims at promoting knowledge
development and action conducive to health. This program
meets the needs of Saskatchewan and Canada as health issues
continue to dominate public policy choices. A key feature
of this program is its emphasis on understanding indigenous
health needs. Graduates of the Bachelor of Health Studies work
in the health field (government, community health programming) or
pursue further education (medicine, graduate school).

BACHELOR OF HEALTH STUDIES

“Through my placement, I have learned about and developed
a love for quality improvement as it relates to healthcare. I
hope to continue in this path after my placement.”

I did my placement with Saskatchewan Health Authority, the health region of all of Saskatchewan, as an intern. I worked mainly in the Stewardship
and Clinical Appropriateness Department, but in close relation to the Chronic Pain Clinic. One of my major roles was to do a patient chart review
and come up with a one pager to report my findings. This major task encapsulated various smaller tasks such as conducting a literature review
to learn about the subject that I was reviewing, developing an online data collection tool, undergoing training to learn how to navigate through an
electronic medical record (EMR system), etc.
My experience with SHA has helped me develop both professionally and personally. I have been able to grow my inter-relational skills because
I got to work with people of diverse professions, i.e., pharmacists, research scientists, physicians, analysts, nurse practitioners and even
other students. I have also been able to hone my research skills. I had the opportunity to conduct interviews, transcribe them and perform
qualitative analysis with data that I got from my transcriptions. Being proactive is another thing that being an intern with SHA has taught
me. My fieldwork is one that I will never forget.
IDENTIFYING & OVERCOMING COMMUNICATION BARRIERS RELATED
TO OPIOID TAPERING BETWEEN PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS (PCPS) &
CHRONIC NON-CANCER PAIN (CNCP) PATIENTS:
I looked into barriers that PCPs face when attempting to communicate the need for
opioid tapering to their CNCP patients, and I then looked into strategies that PCPs can
implement to combat those barriers. I conducted a literature review and interviews
with care providers at the Chronic Pain Clinic.

OLUWAFERANMI ADIGUN
SASKATCHEWAN HEALTH AUTHORITY (SHA)
REGINA, SK
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“I am grateful that I work with an organization that values inclusion and
diversity. The practical experiences that I learned at Astonished! have
developed my professional skills that will be valuable to my future career.”

Astonished! is a non-profit organization partnered with the University of Regina that provides opportunities for young adults with complex physical
disabilities to be involved with the community. Astonished! provides programs for the core members that help develop their strengths, dreams,
and needs. As a fieldwork student, I had an opportunity to plan and implement workshops and programs for the core members. I also attend the
weekly staff meetings where we discuss our goals for the week and leadership meetings where we plan various social club events every month.
In addition, I worked alongside a student researcher for our PATH (Path to Future Endeavours) in which I was able to provide support in helping
that student achieve her goals for the semester. I was also given a task to work on a grant application to the City of Regina for a 6-Week Summer
Outdoor Program for the core members. I also had the privilege to assist with the Astonished! Annual Spring Gala, where I contacted various
businesses to inquire about donations and sponsorships. I also created a gala video which was shown during the event. My experience at
Astonished! has enhanced my leadership and interpersonal skills and I gained friendships that I will treasure forever!
THREE-PART NUTRITION SERIES WORKSHOP AND GRATITUDE WORKSHOP:
For my special project, I implemented a Three-Part Nutrition Series Workshop
where I discussed about various topics related to health and nutrition.
The workshop has three sessions where I presented about the Canada Food
Guide, essential nutrients, food labels, calories, food safety, and dietary needs for
individuals who use a wheelchair. Along with the presentation, I also created a
workbook that includes different activities for each session. In addition, I also
led a Gratitude Workshop where I presented the benefits of gratitude and
the different ways to practice gratitude.

MICAH GRACE BUTALID
ASTONISHED!
REGINA, SK
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Working with Ranch Ehrlo Society in the group living treatment program has given me the ability to work with youth who
are in the process of being reunified into society. This includes correcting behavioural patterns that have led to bad decisions.
These decisions have had a negative impact on their lives. In my fieldwork term I have seen the detrimental impacts that missing determinants
of health in childhood have on youth. It has been such a great experience to develop connections with each youth and can help reintroduce
positive role models into their lives.

“BE THANKFUL FOR EVERY EXPERIENCE you have been given in life because it will only allow you to go forward
with more knowledge and it cannot hold you back if you do not allow it to.”

HYGIENE PRESENTATION:
For my special project I chose to do a presentation about hygiene as it is one of
the main struggles for teenage boys, especially in a group home. This was taken
very well, and I followed up with a game presentation to interact with the youth
and make sure they absorbed all the information they were given. I also made
checklists for outside of each youth’s room to make sure basic hygiene tasks
were being completed daily. These charts were checked and initialled by staff
every night.

MYKINNA REIFFERSCHEID
RANCH ERHLO SOCIETY
REGINA, SK
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Therapeutic Recreation uses a thorough understanding of recreation and leisure theory
to elicit changes in functioning. Completion of this major will guarantee eligibility to
write the exams through NCTRC (National Council for Therapeutic Recreation
Certification) to become a Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist (CTRS)

BACHELOR OF SPORT & RECREATION
STUDIES: THERAPEUTIC RECREATION

“Therapy is more than just fun and
games. It is a vital component of
healthcare that helps maintain
a person’s overall health and
Wellbeing.”

JILLIAN

The Meadows is a Long-term care facility within the Saskatchewan Health Authority. The facility has
FORNWALD
225 residents that are organized into 22 houses. While doing my placement, I have been fortunate
THE
MEADOWS
(SHA)
enough to be able to facilitate different types of programs. Some examples of those programs are
Boxing and Taekwondo. I have also been fortunate enough to administer different types of
SWIFT CURRENT, SK
assessments, from initial and re-assessments of the Life Satisfaction Scale and Alzheimer
Disease Related Quality of Life assessment to the BERG Balance Scale and Timed Up and
Go Test. Not only have I administered assessments, but I have also created intervention
plans for residents needing to be on a caseload, based on the assessment scores.
In addition, I also have a caseload of residents I see at least twice a week and work
The Meadows Long-Term Care facility is home to over 220 residents.
with them one on one. All in all, the experience has helped me understand the
It follows the Leisure Ability Model to focus on meaningful leisure and
field of Therapeutic Recreation a little more and helped bridge the gap between
recreation experiences for all residents. My role at the facility was to work
what we learn in the program and its application.
alongside the Recreation Therapist to conduct life satisfaction assessments,
“JUST THE LAUGHS”: My special project is a Laughter Yoga program,
that took place twice a week for 6-weeks. I wanted to see if my program
could reduce depression symptoms for a group of around 8 residents.
To determine the success of my program, I used the Geriatric
Depression Scale (Short Form) for pre-and post-assessments.

SUSANA ALARCON
THE MEADOWS (SHA)
SWIFT CURRENT, SK

facilitate therapy programs, create intervention and care plans for the residents,
as well as chart all tasks and interventions I performed with residents. My impact
on the facility has been through updating the resident life satisfaction assessments,
facilitating the therapy programs, and implementing my own program as part of
my special project. I have created a binder based on the program I created and
will be leaving it at the facility for the Recreation Therapist and Therapy Assistants to
use in the future.

“Working at The Meadows was an amazing fieldwork opportunity that provided me with
a well-rounded experience. It taught me many values I will carry with me in the future
as a Recreation Therapist.”

GUIDED IMAGERY: My special project was a 6-week guided imagery therapy program. I wanted to create
an opportunity for residents struggling with symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress to express their
emotions and relax in a safe environment. The program was evaluated through pre and post-assessments
done with the residents. The program outcome was very successful. After participating in the program for
6-weeks, the residents experienced a large decrease in these symptoms. Each resident benefited from
participating in the program.
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My experience at College Park II has prepared me immensely for my future career as a recreational therapist. One of the things that I found to
be the best experience is the large interdisciplinary team, I have had the opportunity to learn different professions and learn their roles with
our residents. Each day brings new opportunities and situations that allows for me to learn and grow in the therapeutic recreation field. All staff
at College Park II have welcomed and taken the time to teach all students in order to succeed in their futures professions. There are many
opportunities to learn each day at work whether it is with new interventions, assessments, scenarios, and the list can go on. I have been given
the opportunity to apply all of my education in real life scenarios and being able to expand my education. My practicum experienced helped
answer any unanswered questions I had in the therapeutic recreation field and prepared me for the next step of my journey.
“Recreational Therapy allows for so much creativity, individualism, happiness and meaningful experiences.
The opportunities for Recreational Therapy are endless and that’s what draws me into this field.”
“TIME CAPSULE OF YOUR LEGACY!” SCRAPBOOKING PROGRAM: The scrapbooking art program is where the residents are able
to create pages all dedicated to themselves. The reason for this type of program was to benefit our residents who may be living
with dementia as it can help residents reflect back on their long-term memory. There were no rules for this art program which
brought a larger interest in for residents as there was less pressure in their pages and how they would turn out. We were able
to use this program time to get to know the residents on a closer level and learn about their past.

CIERA HILLS
COLLEGE PARK II
RETIREMENT RESIDENCE
REGINA, SK
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Parkridge Center is a long-term care, complex care and geriatric rehabilitation facility. It is home to around 240 residents and has 21 rehabilitation
rooms. Parkridge Center has the largest Therapeutic Recreation department in Saskatchewan, with over 10 coordinators and four therapists.
A student’s role at Parkridge Center consists of many different opportunities and tasks. A day in the life of a student consists of morning huddle
with the recreation team, followed by programming for the day (this varies each day) which may be a group intervention or 1-on-1. Following the
intervention charting and ensuring that the client/resident/patient’s interaction is recorded properly is extremely important. Following each
intervention charting/recording must be completed to ensure that proper summaries are formed for care conferences and discharge summaries.
Many days assessments are also completed with new admissions and goals are set regarding what a client may want to complete in their time
at PRC. Long term care residents also set yearly goals on what they wish to be involved in. Overall, PRC has provided me with extensive
knowledge and wisdom through the staff as well as residents involved. This will impact my career life ahead and allow for advocation of
such large and impactful recreation teams in the future.
“EXPLORE!”: Is a 12-week program with GRU clientele. Participating
in new activities each week clients can experience a new hobby, sport
or activity without the added pressures or expectations of being good,
paying money or a large commitment. Clients are provided with
community resources and programming of where and how to
participate in Saskatoon for the future.

“Parkridge Center has provided me with valuable hands-on
experience, collaborating with multiple disciplines and
advocating for therapeutic recreation practices to be
advocated for. Along with this I have been able to
experience many new cultures and use the education
learned throughout my degree, which I will continue
to take with me into my future career path.”

FAITH JASPER
PARKRIDGE CENTRE
SASKATOON, SK
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“Fieldwork strengthened my passion for older adults’ quality of
life and well-being supplementing my growth and development
for self-advocacy and nourishing older adult’s health, safety,
and quality of care.”

Harbour Landing Village (HLV) is an intergenerational community that offers unique services and packages for independent, assisted, supportive,
and convalescent living. HLV’s person-centred focus highlights opportunities for residents to gracefully age in place by providing high quality care,
safe spaces, social connections, and purposeful activities. HLV conducts a community within a community structure combining a childcare
centre and public restaurant that strengthens community partnerships and inclusive, dignified environments for residents. Students are provided
ample opportunities to assess, create, implement, evaluate, and document activities based upon social, emotional, physical, intellectual, spiritual,
and community health domains. Programs varied from leading exercises, mindful meditation, baking club, celebratory holidays, reminiscing,
and one-on-one sessions. This internship enriched and refined interpersonal skills such as patience, non-verbal communication, problem
solving, teamwork, self-advocacy, and resident advocacy. I am fortunate to have had freedom to pioneer and participate in socially
fulfilling interventions while building professional networks and lifetime friendships. My experience has positively impacted my knowledge,
confidence, and competence to apply newly acquired skills for future practices. I am excited to demonstrate abilities such as guiding
formal and informal assessments, program planning, advocating for resident’s quality of life as well as my comfortability and expertise
with diverse populations.
MENTAL HEALTH BOOKLET:
A mental health (MH) awareness booklet designed to enable professionals, students,
volunteers, and/or residents to have a better understanding of senior’s MH. MH
significantly impacts senior’s abilities to carry out activities of daily living,
independence, and autonomy. My goal is to create mindfulness and innovative
solutions or programs to manage, reduce, or eliminate undesirable MH behaviours,
attitudes, and stereotypes and enhance freedom, capacities, and quality of life.

DENAE LAMB
HARBOUR LANDING VILLAGE
REGINA, SK
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JEANNIE
POSTNIKOFF

HARBOUR
I was given the opportunity to work at Regency Manor which is a 27-bed long term care home in
Central Butte, Saskatchewan. We are fortunate enough to have a primary healthcare clinic attached
LANDING VILLAGE
for care from a nurse practitioner regularly. During my placement I was able to spend time
REGINA, SK
assessing resident’s abilities, practice documentation, creating resident centred care plans,
and lead activity programming. I was able to take initiative and create programs in the
evenings and run them on my own. I also created activity calendars and was able to be a
Harbour Landing Village is a privately owned home primarily for
part of many amazing virtual meeting groups and was introduced to many other
seniors that allows residents to ‘age in place’ from the time of
professionals within the field across our province.
retirement until the end of life. Independent, assisted, and supportive
living options are all available at Harbor Landing Village. The Village
fosters a community feel with its attached restaurant, childcare center, and
small group home. Every day, residents have opportunities to engage in
activities to ensure stimulation and interaction. The residents social,
ASSESSMENT COMPARISON – MARRCC VS. ACTIVITY PRO:
emotional, intellectual, physical, and spiritual wellness is considered a
My special project was to compare the MARRCC assessment to the
top priority. The programming team at Harbour Landing Village works to provide
assessment tool within the Activity Pro Program. I was able to complete
activities to sustain those areas of wellness. Most of my time at Harbour Landing
assessments on residents living within the home using both tools
Village was spent planning and implementing activities for residents on the personal
and comparing results to see which was more beneficial to be used
care home floor. I assessed the resident’s leisure interests to find out what activities
within the manor.
they wanted to do, and I encouraged residents to participate in various leisure activities.
Throughout my fieldwork I learned about many different resources to access to keep activities
interesting and current. Working with the residents had its challenges but it was
very rewarding when the residents would smile when I could engage with them in an
RAYEL MARTIN
activity that was meaningful to them.
“I have been able to gain valuable experience working in long-term care; making
relationships with the residents with the goal to make everyone’s day better one
moment at a time.”

REGENCY
MANOR
CENTRAL
BUTTE, SK
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SPIRITUAL CARE RESOURCE CENTRE: This project involved creating a variety of Bible study
guides for the facilitation of Bible studies with the residents at Harbour Landing Village, either in a group
or one-on-one. In addition, a large print hymn sing-along book was created to use for a hymn sing activity.
Spiritual focused activities may benefit residents by helping them cope, finding greater purpose in life and
experience meaning in reminiscing about past church connections.
“It was never a dull moment at Harbour Landing Village. I found it very rewarding to
build relationships and engage in various leisure activities with the residents.”
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“My time at College Park II has positively changed the way I view the field of
therapeutic recreation. I HAVE
working with older adults.”

FOUND MY TRUE PASSION

I completed my fieldwork experience at College Park II Retirement Residence, located in Regina, Saskatchewan. College Park II is a senior living
community that is run by All Seniors Care Living Centres. They provide care, using a person-centred philosophy, to over two hundred residents.
My role as a recreation therapy student included working with the independent residents by completing recreation assessments to learn about
their leisure interests, planning activities, implementing a variety of recreation programs, and evaluating the outcome of programs. In addition,
I developed a drum fitness program for my special project that got the residents physically active in a new fun way. This experience has shaped
me in many ways, and I have learned so much and gained valuable experience in my field. This rewarding experience has made me realize that
I want to work with older adults in my future career as a Recreation Therapist. I would encourage anyone to complete their field work
experience at College Park II, as this experience has been an invaluable part of my degree that I will never forget.
DRUM FITNESS WITH KERINA:
For my special project, I started a drum fitness program for the residents at
College Park 2. I ran the program once per week with the independent residents,
and once per week with the personal/memory care residents. In addition to
creating the program, I also created three different program evaluations that
I used to evaluate the drum fitness program and can be used by the
department in the future.

KERINA POWELL
COLLEGE PARK II
RETIRMENT RESIDENCE
REGINA, SK
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In Sport and Recreation Management you will develop a
theoretical and practical understanding of the importance of
recreational and leisure pursuits to a healthy, active and
balanced lifestyle. You will also learn about the
administration of sport at the local, provincial and national
level. If the combination of business and sport sounds
appealing, then the Sport and Recreation Management
major is for you.

BACHELOR OF SPORT & RECREATION
STUDIES: SPORT & RECREATION MANAGEMENT

“I’m extremely grateful to have worked with Huskie Athletics.
This experience helped me achieve my goals by improving my
professional communication, social media management and
gave me the opportunity to network.”

Huskie Athletics was created by the University of Saskatchewan and is one of fifty-four Canadian Interuniversity Sport members that attempt to win
National Championships using a vast number of sporting teams. Currently, Huskie Athletics has 15 elite sports teams that complete between August
and March every year since 1907. My time was spent as their Communication and Sport Information Specialist Assistant, where I was able to work
to accomplish my goals to develop skill in social media management, sport statistics and professional communication in a sports setting.
My experience with Huskie Athletics will be unforgettable due to the amount of knowledge I attained, the amount of people I met networking
and the friendships I gained. I received hands on experience implementing different types of communication strategies, creating new graphics
and captions for social media, and working during multiple sporting events. This experience has allowed me to gain the skills and knowledge
I needed to secure my new full-time position with the Saskatchewan Rush and Saskatoon Blades as their Partnership Fulfilment Manager.
I am thankful that this placement has helped me achieve my goals of having a full-time job position in a professional sports agency and
am excited to continue to grow and learn as I become more involved with professional sports within Saskatchewan.
HUSKIE ATHLETICS SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CALENDAR:
The Social Media Content Calendar was created for staff members
to stay organized, generate new content, prepare for upcoming events,
look back at past events and can be updated yearly. Important
sporting events, holidays, updates, and any other special dates were
included in this calendar. This calendar is now located within the
Huskie Athletics office.

WENDIE BROOKS
HUSKIE ATHLETICS
UNIVERISTY OF SASKATCHEWAN
SASKATOON, SK
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JULIA ROLLING

I had many new opportunities to learn skills from people that I have met during my practicum
TORONTO 6IX
experience! I was given the chance to help facilitate the Rogers Hometown Hockey Event in
TORONTO, ON
Lloydminster. At this event, I got to meet Cory Cross, Ron Maclean and Tara Slone. I loved the
busy and energetic workplace. I found my time with the City of Lloydminster was a positive
experience and I am so thankful that Cindy Rekimowich was my supervisor. Cindy has
taught me a lot of skills in managing programs and events. A big lesson that I learned
during my placement was that I need to use the self-confidence I have in my social life,
in my professional life. This will help me make better decisions, and give me the
confidence to lead in tasks that I am needed to perform.
The Toronto 6ix is the latest expansion team in the Premier Hockey
Federation (PHF), established in 2020. My role with the team was Player
ADULT & YOUTH RECREATION PROGRAMMING:
Recruitment Intern, while assisting the team president (my supervisor) with
I had the opportunity to develop and deliver two programs I had created for
Sponsorship Recruitment and assisting our General Manager with Gameday
the City, and was able to present on what I learned through the process.
Operations. Working in women’s professional hockey can be tough but can be
so rewarding when you get to witness the growth of the game first-hand.
“When you feel yourself getting stressed or anxious, remember
The
benefit
of working in women’s hockey is the variety of tasks and responsibilities
that you are human and you will make mistakes. It is your decision
you are assigned. Being a part of the 6ix organization has allowed me to build
whether you turn that mistake into a lesson and learn from it.”
my skills in player scouting/recruitment, sponsorship recruitment, communications, and
marketing. I feel that I have been able to build incredible personal and professional
relationships during my time with the organization, as well as developed skills and obtained
knowledge that will, without a doubt, guide me through my professional career.

BAILEY KOHLMAN
CITY OF
LLOYDMINSTER
LLOYDMINSTER, AB

“The Toronto 6ix provided a great experience and insight to what it is like to work for a
professional hockey team. I look forward to continuing with the team.”
MINOR HOCKEY NIGHT: For my special project, I decided that I wanted to help market the team and
their home games to more local minor hockey teams as we want to continuously grow our fan base and
showcase these players to more young athletes. We developed a code that people under 18 could use to
receive free tickets to our game if they wore a jersey of their choice.
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My experience with Hockey Saskatchewan gave me countless opportunities to further develop both career and life skills. I was able to grow
my personal and professional conduct through actively participating in development team and evaluator meetings, leading multiple Try Sledge
Hockey Days and leading the male U18 Sask-First tournament in Lumsden. Updating biographies of Saskatchewan Hockey Hall of Fame inductees
improved my professional writing skills while enriching my hockey knowledge. Collecting, analysing and reporting data from the Hockey Canada
Registry including players, coaches and officials’ vaccination status’, criminal record checks and certifications provided me valuable organization
and technical skill advancement in Microsoft Excel. The impact of this experience taught me how the game of hockey continues to operate so
successfully in our province while providing me with so many tools to be successful in my career

“THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU DO TODAY –
Your big opportunity may be right where you are now!”
“TRY SLEDGE” HOCKEY DAY: My Special project offered the chance for individuals and
groups to try the sport of sledge hockey on Wascana Lake at Frost Regina. My task was
communicating with coordinators, unloading, inspecting and assembling the sleds upon
arriving at the lake. As participants arrived for their sessions, I would provide a
detailed orientation of instruction to participants and volunteers on how to safely fit
and strap into their sleds and manoeuvre around the ice safely. As the players
became more comfortable in their sleds, I then coordinated different activities and
games on the ice to develop skill and incorporate some friendly competition.

CHASE TIPPETT

HOCKEY SASKATCHEWAN
REGINA, SK
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Spark Solutions is a sports management consulting and facilitation agency. Spark Solutions offers a variety of services from programming and tips
and tricks to work with the latest trends or a full strategic planning facilitation. Having worked with clients on a community, provincial and national
level Spark Solutions is well equipped to help any organization. My role at Spark Solutions was to assist Lara in the design and the production of the
operational toolkits she had envisioned but did not have the capacity to do. I also sat in on meetings with clients and produced a zoom meeting for
a presentation she was giving. Other areas where I helped was the delivery of an in-person seminar on volunteer engagement and worked on
research to aid in a newsletter design. Spark Solutions gave me the experience I needed to feel comfortable leaving post-secondary education
behind and enter the workplace. Often the transition from classroom to office can be daunting and so being able to work in a safe space with
a very experienced supervisor allowed me to make mistakes and ask questions and generally grow as a person under the safety of an
educational experience, whilst also expanding my professional network.
OPERATIONAL TOOL KITS: In-depth toolkits designed to guide organizations of all sizes in certain areas they may be lacking.
Envisioned as an introduction to Spark Solutions and their offerings. The toolkits are designed to be able to fill gaps in services of
smaller organizations who may lack the funding to hire Spark Solutions as a consultant. As for how they will benefit Spark Solutions
they will act as passive revenue generators.
“Spark Solutions is the best career related placement I
could have hoped for. My time there ensured I leave my
post-secondary education as a well-rounded individual ready
for a career.”

TOM WALDRON
SPARK SOLUTIONS
SASKATOON, SK
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ALL OUR RELATIONS:

kahkiyaw kiwâhkômâkaninawak
In accordance with the U of R’s Strategic Plan “All Our Relations”, I would like to acknowledge our
interconnectedness and the power of community shown by our Partner Fieldwork Agencies this Winter
2022 Semester

ALL OUR RELATIONS

signifies a strong sense of mutuality and interdependence embodying
respect for each other in thought, word, or deed. In this spirit, the University of Regina believes
that our strength lies in our relationships and our interconnectedness and that together we are
stronger. We believe in the power of community and by acknowledging All Our Relations we can
honour who we are, where we are, where we have been, and where we are going.
– U of R Strategic Plan

THANK YOU to our many, many partner agencies for committing to our students
through one of the most difficult times in your business and/or responsibilities.
Not only have you guided students in the transition of achieving their learning
objectives however you were able to, you have also modelled professional behaviors
in adaptability to support the people you serve.

KORINNE LOTT

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
COORDINATOR INSTRUCTOR
CK 170.23
E: khs.fieldwork@uregina.ca

